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INTRODUCTION

From its conception, the goal that the Center for Research
on Language and'Language Behavior (CRLLB) set for itself has been
to contribute to the more effective learning, teaching, and use
of language by persons of all ages and abilities. To this end,
the Center has carried out basic and applied research of an inter-
disciplinary nature, as well as programs designed to disseminate
information.

A fundamental assumption in the Center's endeavors is that applied
research is facilitated by an understanding of those processes
that underlie all language behavior, and that a basic research on
these processes should be carried out in the same environment as
the applied research. The former assures the most general
understanding of applied problems, while the latter makes available
to those performing applied research the opportunity of consultation
with basic researchers who have a commitment to considering the
implications of their work for problems of language learning and language
disability.

In the following chapters, an attempt is made to present the
results obtained from both basic and applied research that has
been undertaken by the Center under the sponsorship of the Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education.
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Chapter I

ORAL WORD ASSOCIATION NORMS FOR

EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN

Melvyn I. Semmel, Merrill C. Sitko, and Dorothy Semmel

Center for Research on Language and Language Behavior
The University of Michigan

100 educable mentally retarded boys gave oral word-association
responses to 25 words of the Mein and O'Connor (.1960) list of words

most commonly "used by retarded children, The responses were tabu-
lated to provide word-association norms for this subject population,

Several investigators (Brown &Alerko, 1960; Erwin, 1961; Entwisle, Forsythe

& Muuse, 1964; Wicklund, Palermo,"& Jenkins, 1965; Semmel, Barritt, & Bennett,

1968) have employed word-association (W-A) norms in the study of children's

language and language behavior in a variety of experimental contexts. A study

of children's W-463 may lead to an understanding of language processing abili-

ties of both normal and retarded children (Semmel, 1967). W-A studies have

typically employed association norms based on the responses of normal children

of various ages (e.g., Palermo & Jenkins, 1964; 1966). Relatively little nor-

mative data have been collected from retarded children (Gerjuoy & Gerjuoy, 1965;

Horan, 1956).

The purpose of the present study was to collect extensive word-association

norms from a population of educable mentally retarded (EMR) boys.

Method

Subjects. One hundred EMR boys from the population of Wayne County Child

Development Center, Northville, Michigan, were randomly selected for the study.

Ss ranged in CA from 11 to 16 years with MA's.from 7.0_to:11.5yrs.

Stimulus Words. The stimulus list was constructed of 25 high frequency

noun stimuli randomly selected from the Mein and O'Connor (1960) list of words

most commonly used by retarded children. The list of stimblus words is pre-

sented in Table 1.
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Insert Table 1 about here

Procedure. The Ss were individually tested on the 25 high-frequency noun

W-A stimuli. Stimuli were typed on 5" x 8" unlined index cards. The 25 cards

were randomized by hand-shuffling prior to presentation to the S. Each S was

introduced to the W-A task as follows:

We are going to play some word games today. Now, if you're
ready, I'll tell you the rules for the game

In this game, I will read you a word from each of these cards.
The idea of the game is for you to say the first word you think of
when I say the word to you. You should say just one word arm not
more than one.

Ss were presented two sample stimuli in order to test their understanding

of the task.

Results

The responses of the 100 Ss to the 25 stimulus words were tabulated and

are presented in full in the following pages. The stimuli are listed in alpha-

betical order, and following each stimulus are the responses and their cor-

responding frequencies. The last figure in each response distribution de-

noted by "No Response" indicates the number of Ss who failed to respond. To

obtain transitional probabilities for any stimulus-response pair, divide the

frequency (0 of the response by N = 100.
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Table 1

Sti.mulus Words Used In Free Word-Association Task

clock fork milk

coat hand money

cow horse mother

elephant knife toy

flower man train

tree

picture-

snow

school

water

APPLE f BALL f BALLOON f

eat 29 bat 19 air 16
tree 10 play 18 blow 16
orange 8 baseball 8 bust(ed) 8

pie 6 bounce 3 ball 7

red 5 catch 3 float 7

peach 5 rubber 3 string 7

core 3 throw 3 play 4

food 3 apple 2 fly 3

fruit 3 blue 2 red 3

ate 2 fall(ing) 2 airplane 2

good 2 :Football 2 big 2

pear 2 game 2 circus 2

seed 2 hard 2 wind 2

ball 1 toy 2 baby 1

bite 1 air 1 bag 1

J1, ox 1 alley 1 basket 1

good 1 bell 1 box 1

jacks 1 bull 1 broom 1

little 1 cup 1 fun 1

nipple 1 dodge 1 high 1

plane 1 doll 1 have 1

rotten 1 foot 1 party 1

salt 1 glove 1 plastic 1

teeth 1 green 1 pop 1

tomato 1 guinea pig 1 pretty 1

worm 1 hall 1 man 1

no response 7
hit
kill

1

1

rubber
toy

I

1

net 1 wall 1

orange
picked

1

1
no response 5

saw 1
small 1

stable 1

superball I

water 1

no response 7
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BIRD f BOAT f CLOCK

fly 23 sail(ing) 13 time 47

nest 16 water 13 watch 12

tree 10 ride(s) 9 tick 6

baby 4 canoe 5 wall 4

feather 4 river 5 hands 3

house 4 ship .5 lock 3

animal 1 fish(ing) 4 bell 2

beak 2 float(s) 4 click 2

cat 2 motor ,4 numbers 2

eagle 2 house 3 bird 1

plane 2 paddle 3 circle 1

robin 2 airplane 2 cluck 1

bat 11 car 2 dial 1

bee 1 lake 2 fast 1

big 1 shoe 2 got

blue 1 bat 1 knock 1

blue bird 1 bathtub 1 minute 1

blue jay I beet 1 moves 1

cage 1 big 1 new
egg
feet

1

1

birds
boatride

1

1

sound
ten

1

1

geese 1 broom 1 tack 1

1 coat 1 twelve 1

nature
monkey

1
1

fast
glasses

1
1

no response 5

mother robin 1 twat 1

pidgeon 1 ocean 1

saw 1 new 1

whistle 1 people 1

wings 1 racing 1

woody wodpecker 1 row 1

no response 7
sea
skiing

1

1

steam 1

toy I

no response 4
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COW ELEPHANT

wear 23 milk 49 animal 12

hat 13 calf 10 baby 10
warm 11 horse 6 giraffe 8

jacket 8 animal 5 trunk 7

sweater 5 Pig 3 jungle 6

boat 4 baby 2 big 5

hanger 4 farm 2 horse 5

new 4 moo 2 bear 3

button 3 sheep 2 circus ,3

rack 3 barn 1 fat 3

cold 2 big 1 lion 3

cap 1 brown 1 tiger 3

cloth 1 cap 1 z6o 3

clothing 1 cook 1 adventure 1

got 1 farm 1 ant 1

hang 1 fat 1 cage 1

material 1 feed 1 drums 1

nice 1 iield 1 ears
old 1 grass 1 excite 1

overcoat 1 hand 1 fin 1

person 1 how 1 giant 1

pocket 1 lion 1 great 1

store 1 ranch 1 heavy 1

zipper 1 see 1 hippototamus 1

no response 7
sow 1

no response 3

horn
hunt
kangaroo

1

1

1

large 1

monkey
mouth

1

parade 1

peanuts
pet

1

stand 1

strong 1

tail 1

ttumpet 1

tusk 1

no response 4
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FLOWER FORK HAND

plant 14 eat 30 finger 22
pot 11 spoon 26 arm 12
garden 7 knife 23 feet 4
smell 6 bent 1 work 4
graw(s) 5 cork 1 band 3
pretty 5 food 1 glove 3
rose(s) 5 foot 1 man 3
daisy 3 fowl 1 wash 3
tree 3 handle body 2
bloom 2 help 1 handle 2'
dirt 2 metal 1 hat 2
rain 2 one 1 palm 2
seeds 2 ouch 1 pencil 2
sun(ny) 2 peck 1 use 2
bed 2 rope 1 write 2
tulip 2 silverware 1 broke
,...aniversary 1 sharp 1 candy
Ileautiful 1 use 1 carry
bees
bowl

1

1
no response 6

cut
face

box 1 feel
bright 1 fist
cake 1 friend
died 1 good
door 1 grab
fruit 1 ham
ground 1 handing
insects
had

1 head
hold

keep 1 knuckles
mother 1 leg
uice 1 plane
real 1 pig
roots 1 skin
show 1 shake
shower 1 slap
spring 1 small
stem 1 smooth
water

no response

1

4

thumb
towel
wiggle

no response 6
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KNIFE f MAN f

ride 27 fork 25 woman 23

saddle 8 cut 16 boy 8

pony 8 sharp 8 father 7

animal 5 blade 5 lady 6

baby 4 gun 3 men 5

cow 4 jack(knife) 1 .hat 3

donkey 4 spoon work 3

hay 4 butter 2 big 2

barn 3 butterknife 2 can 2

house 3 case n-L1rw4..1Ee 2

stable 3' kill hand 2

colt 2 silverware person) 2

big butcher am 1

boy 1 cake any 1

farm 1 carve 1 3atman I

gallop 1 cup _ dad 1

hair 1 equipment I daddy 1

head 1 fits 1 deet 1

met 1 fight 1 finger 1

morse 1 fine 1 gentlemen 1

mouse 1 hamburger I grow 1

mule 1 hand 1 grown-up 1

noise 1 holder 1 house 1

play 1 holster 1 humanbeing 1

race 1 man 1 kids 1

red 1 meat 1 manhole 1

shoe 1 pocket 1 1man s 1

strong 1 point 1 mrs. 1

tail 1 silver 1 mother 1

toy 1 sLab 1 nice 1

wagon 1 sword 1 prrents 1

yard 1 use 1 postman 1

no response 5 no response 7
sad
store

I

1

strong 1

son 1

suit 1

talk 1

tau 1

no response 8
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MILK MONEY MOTHER

drink 27 spend(ing) 20 father 56
cow 24 dollars 14 mom 7

glass 8 monkey 5 grand(mother) 3

bottle 6 bank 4 child 2

man 6 pocket 4 lady 2

water 5 wallet 4 love 2

cat 2 buy 3 nice 2

cocoa 2 gold 3 parent(s) 2

cake 1 cash 2 woman 2
calf 1 change 2 baby 1
cereal 1 dough 2 'children 1
chocolate 1 honey 2 dad
cup 1 penny 2 family 1
farm 1 pay 2 ftiend 1
good 1 bag 1 good
liquid 1 candy 1 help 1

milkman 1 car 1 home
trucks 1 cheer 1 kind 1
white 1 clothes 1 men 1

no response 9
cents
food

1

1

mouse

raY

1

1
got 1 nature
kind 1 pretty 1

lots 1 wife 1

many 1 works 1

metal
nickel

1

1
no response 6

paper 1

people 1

pocketbook 1

purse 1

play 1

quarter 1

lrich 1

' silver 1

some 1

stOre 1

twenty-five cents 1

no response 6
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TOY f TRAIN f TREE f

play 45 tracks 25 leaves 16
boy 8 ride(s) 18 apple(s) 9
car 6 car 11 house 7

box 4 go 5 climb 6
gun 4 caboose 3 branch(es) 5
boat(s) 3 fast 3 leaf c

..,

games 3 engineer 2 plant 5
ball 2 i)lane 2 flower 4
top 2 run(s) 2 green 4
baby 1 animals 1 birds 3
bike 1 big 1 trunk ,J
broke 1 bus 1 bee 2
candy 1 carry 1 big 2
children 1 "choochoo" 1 grass 2
drums 1 chug 1 grow(s) 2
duck 1 city 1 nest 2
house 1 dog 1 bark 1
my 1 engine 1 brown 1
paper 1 electric 1 breeze 1
plane 1 hay 1 eat 1
present 1 horn 1 falls 1
radio 1 house 1 grounds 1
train 1 locomotive ,

i insects, 1
truck 1 man 1 knee 1

no response 8
passengers 1 limb 1
places 1 mouse 1
rails 1 nature 1
set 1 play 1
toy 1 pretty 1
tractor 1 seed 1
wheels 1 stump 1
work 1 top 1

no response
\

6
wood

no response

1

6
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SNOW SCH001.

13 rain 11 learn 24
look 11 cold 9 work 17
paint(ing) 10 ball 8 room 6
camera 8 ice 7 boy(s) 4
hang(ing) 5 winter 7 buildin 4
pretty 5 snowball 6 houe. 4
draw(ing) 4 white 5 chi-Are, 4
people 4 play 5 church 3
color 3 man 4 teache7- 3
wall 3 shovel 4 bus 2
book(s) 2 sled 3 arf,thm-:t..:_c 1
develop 2 blow 2 bi6 1
man 2 fall 2 build 1
movie(s) 2 flake(s) 2 class 1
nice 2 grass 2 college 1

paper 2 ground 2 door 1
show 2 outside 2 fire 1
art 1 summer 2 good 1
bear 1 weather 2 help 1
film 1 blizzard 1 home 1
gloves 1 boy 1 in 1
good 1 clouds 1 junkyard 1
got 1 hard 1 like i

.,L

make 1 melt 1 new 1
person 1 out 1 office -1
school 1 sleigh 1 play 1
see 1 snowman 1 place 1
snap sun 1 pool 1
"tooken" throw 1 spool 1
t.v. water 1 spoon 1

no response 7 no response 4
toy
yard

1

1

no response 7
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WATER

drink 34
swim(ming) 7

glass 6

milk 6

boat 3

river 3

sea 3

blue 2

fountain 2

ice 2

koolaid 2

liquid 2

well 2

wet 2

bath 1

boy 1

door 1

faucet 1

fish 1

good 1

lake 1

lot(of) 1

man 1
melon 1

mud 1

ocean 1

Pipe 1

pitcher 1

plant 1

pop 1

pool 1

snow 1

tank 1

tower 1

no response 4



Chapter Ii

THE RELATIONSHIP OF PARADIGMATIC FREE-WORD ASSOCIATIONS TO PAIRED-

ASSOCIATE LEARNING BY EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN

Melvyn I. Semmel, Merrill C. Sitko, and Dorothy Semmel

Center for Research on Language and Language Behavior

The University of Michigan

The relationship of paradigmatic free word associations (W-A)
to paired-associate (P-A) learning was investigated in 72 educable
mentally retarded boys. Ss were grouped into high and low paradig-
matic responders to a free W-A task. The two groups were each
randomly divided into four subgroups and assigned one of four P-A
lists which differed in the degree of associative strength and in
the grammatical form class of their items. P-A performance of low
paradigmatic Ss was inferior to that of high paradigmatic Ss when
associative strength between P-As was low. The effect was greatest
when the stimulus items were low-associative paradigmatic nouns.
Performance of the two groups did not differ when associative
strength between stimulus items was high, regardless of the form-
class relationship of word pairs.

Several investigators (Brown & Berko, 1960; Erwin, 1961; Entwisle,

Forsythe & Muuse, 1964) have demonstrated a relationship between chrono-

logical age and grammatical form-class of free-associative responses in

word association (W-A) tasks. As children grow older, they tend to show

a developmental shift from sequential responses (syntamatic responses)

to associations falling within the same grammatical form-class as the

stimulus (vradigmatic responses). The shift from syntagmatic to

paradigmatic word associations is suggested as evidence for an increasing

grammatical development in the language functioning of children (Brown &

Berko, 1960).

Semmel, Barritt, Bennett and Perfetti (1966) used a W-A task to

compare normal and educable mentally retarded children (EMR) on paradig-

matic and syntagmatic responses. The results introduced intellectual

level as a significant variable associated with the probability of emitting

paradigmatic associates. Retarded children gave fewer responses in the same

fcrm-class than did normal children of equal chronological age. The results

were interpreted as revealing a deficit among EMR children characterized by

a veakness in organizing linguistic units into classes. A later study by

the same authors (1967) comparing the performance of EMR and normal children
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on a modified Cloze task provided support for the hypothesis that EMR children

have weak grammatical decoding habits, and are primarily dependent on sequential

cues in decoding language.

Semmel (1967) has suggested that the EMRs' deficit reflects their

relatively greater dependence on simple associative relationships between

linguistic units than on structural syntactic cues, He argues that sequential

strategies in processing sentences are probably characteristic of retarded

children. A recent short-term memory study by Semmel and Bennett (1968)

supported the hypothesis that EMR children demonstrate inefficient organiza-

tional strategies in processing linguistic strings: EMRs demonstrated

relatively weak recoding abilities and took relatively little advantage of the

structural cues inherent in the verbal material processed.

According to Semmel and his associates the language behavior of EMR

children does not necessarily reflect deficient grammatical competence.

Rather, the generative rules which the EMR children obviously use in encoding

sentences do not appear to be so efficiently evoked in their decoding and

recoding performance when compared to that of normal children of the same

or lower CA. In fact) a recent preliminary study (Semmel, Lifson & Sitko,

1967) indicated that EMR children might be trained to increase the frequency

of high associate paradigmatic re.--,onses on a multiple-choice word association

task immediately after training. Ss were able to maintain the new performance

for a week after training. These results, if confirmed, would imply that the

relatively low incidence of paradigmatic word associations among EMR children

may not be indicative of an immutable lag in the development of linguistic

competence. Rather, retarded children, like normal children of equal CA, probably

have the competence to store linguistic units into appropriate classes,

but whereas normal children tend to utilize such strategies "naturally,"

Ens do not.

Although EMR children as a group have the tendency to emit syntagmatic

associates on a W-A task, previous results indicated significant individual

differences within the retarded group. If W-A responses are indicative of

"language strategies" adopted by Ss, then it appeared reasonable to expect

that such responses would be related to P-A learning. It also appeared

plausible that P-A learning would be a function of t1. interaction of

grammatical and associative relationships between P-A word stimuli and the

mediational strategies used by Ss. The present study undertook to test
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these predictions by examining the P-A learning performance of EMR boys who

showed themselves, in a free W-A test,as predominantly either paradigmatic or

syntagmatic.

Method

Sub'ects

Seventy-two EMR boys from the population of Wayne County Child Develop-

ment Center, Northville, Michigan, were randomly selected for the study.

Ss ranged in CA from 10 to 16 years with MAs from 6 to 11 years. Table 1

presents the characteristics of the eight subgroups of Ss used in this study.

Insert Table 1 About Here

Stimulus Words

In order to divide the Ss into a high and a low paradigmatic group, a pre-

test was constructed with 25 high frequency noun. stimuli selected from the

Mein & O'Connor (1960) list of words most commonly used by retarded children.

Nouns were selected as stimuli for the pretest since noun stimuli should have

the highest probabilit-y of eliciting paradigmatic responses from EMR children

(Semmel et al., 1966).

Insert Table 2 About Here

Four Taord-lists ofeight P-As each were used as stimuli for the learning

task. The items were selected from standard primer and pre-primer basal

readers and also appeared on the Jenkins and Palermo (1963) word association

norms. The eight P-A items of each list were composed of a stimulus noun

element and a response noun, verb or adjective. In list H-P the response

items were high-associative paradigmatic nouns as indicated by the Jenkins

and Palermo norms. In list L-P the response items were low-associative

paradigmatic nouns, i.e., nouns that did not appear on the norms. In list

H-S the response items were either high-associative verbsoladjectives

(syntagmatic) which appeared on the norms. In list L-S the response items

were either low-associative verbs or ad ectives(gyatumatig.). Intra-list

association was controlled -- only stimuli with low intra-list association

on the norm list were selected. The criterion for inclusion was 5% or less
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association between all possible pairs of secondary stimuli.

Insert Table 3 About Here

Procedure

The Ss were individually pretested on the 25 high-frequency noun W-A stimulie

Words were randomized by.hand-shuffling prior to presentation to the Ss.

These were the instructions:

We are going to play some word games today. Now, if you are
ready, I will tell you the rules for the game. In this game, I will
read you a word from each of these cards. The idea of the game is
for you to say the first word you think of when I say the word to you.
You should say just one word and not more than one.

Ss were presented two sample stimuli in order to test understanding of the

task.

Coding Procedures

Ss' W-A responses on the pretest were recorded so as to provide a

baseline of paradigmatic and syntagmatic responses. Free W-A responses were

coded by two judges according to th.. procedure employed by Semmel et al.(1966).

Ss were then divided into two groups, a high-paradigmatic group consisting of

those Ss who scored above the median on the pretest for the total sample, and

a low-paradigmatic group consisting of those Ss who scored below the median.

Table 4 presents the mean percentage of paradigmatic responses on the 20-word

free W-A pretest and SDs for high- and low-paradigmatic Ss. At. test for in-

dependent samples indicated a significant difference between the percentage

of paradigmatic associations'(L=14.63/df.ma. < .01).

Insert Table 4 About Here

Experimental

Prior to the learning phase of the experiment, Ss were presented with the

8 stimulus words and 8 randomly chosen response words from the four word-lists

to ensure that the words were within their sight vocabulary. Ss who failed

to read all 16 words after three trials were thanked fur their assistance and

sent back to their room. Of the 80 Ss tested, 72 passed the pretest. Free

W-A Scores were used to stratify the experimental groups. The 36 high-para-

digmatic Ss and the 36 low-paradigmatic Ss were randomly cast into four sub-

groups each. The four lists were randomly assigned to these subgroups.
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Ss were t-ested individually in a quiet school room, Following the pretest,

the Ss were introduced to the learning task with the following words:

Now we are going to play a word game with these cards, and I want
you to do your best. I want you to say the name of this word as
I show it to you and look at the word that goes along with it. Try
to remember that this word goes along with this word because later I
am going to show you just the word and ask you to tell me which word
goes with it.. First, let's look at the words so you can see which ones
go together. Then we will play the game

E then manually presented each card to S at a rate of 5 sec. per card. S

pronounced the name of each word. After one trial through the list, S was

reminded:

Now remember, I am going to show you only the word and you must tell
me the word that goes with it.

The cards were then presented at the same rate (one per 5 sec.) with a

20-sec intertrial interval. Stimuli were printed by hand in large block

letters on 5 x 8 in. unlined index cards. After each trial the 8 cards for

each list were hand shuffled in an effort to prevent serial effects. Learning

was by the anticipation method throughout. For each of the eight subgroups,

a criterion of three perfect trials of eight correct anticipations was used.

Results

The P-A data were analyzed through a 2x2x2 fixed ANOVA design. Trials to

criterion served as the dependent variable. The effects of paradigmatic subgroup

classification, form-class of stimuli and associative strength of P-A stimuli

were assessed. Table 5 presents the summary of this analysis.

Insert Table 5 About Here

The main effects of subgroup classification (high vs low paradigmatic

subgroups) and degree of associative strength of word pairs were significant

(p < .01) The interaction of subgroup classification with associative strength

of P-A stimuli was also statistically significant ( a < .05). Table 6 presents

mean trials to criterion and SDs of associates correctly anticipated by the

eight subgroups.

Insert Table 6 About Here
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Figure 1 indicates the nature of the significant AC interaction (see T-ble

5). The superiority in P-A learning of high-paradigmatic Ss was significant when

stimulus pairs were low-associative, as in lists L-P and L-S. This effect

appears again in Figure 2, which shows mean trials to criterion for both sub-

groups across the four lists. However, the Tukey procedure (Winer, 1962) for

within groups revealed that only on the L-P list, where associative strength

among P-As was low, was learning superior in high paradigmatic Ss (p < .01).

On the L-S list, where the associative strength among P-As was also low, learning

by the two subgroups did not differ significantly, nor did it when the P-As

were high associative, as in lists H-P and H-S.

Insert Figure 1 and Figure 2 About Here

Tukey analysis also revealed that mean criterion scores for the high

paradigmatic Ss did not differ significantly across the four lists. For low

paradigmatic Ss, mean criterion scores on lists H-P and H-S were significantly

lower (2. < .01; IL < .05) than the mean criterion scores obtained by low-

paradigmatic Ss on lists L-P and L-S (where associative streeth between word

pairs was relatively low).

The main effect of degree of grammaticalness among paired-associates was

not significant and did not interact with the other two main factors.

The correlations between paradigmatic responses and the three subject

variables (CA, Verbal IQ, Full Scale IQ (for the total subject population) were

respectively: ruk =
.01 (ja 605), rVIO

.15 (2. > .05) r
FSIO

= .30 (la < .05).

The correlations between the dependent measure (trials to criterion) and the

subject variables were r
CA

= .09, r
VIQ

= .25, r
FSIQ

= .17. All three

correlations were nonsignificant (2. > .05). Nor was there any significant

correlation (e = -.22, > .05) between paradigmatic responses and the

criterion measure.

Discussion

The results of the free W-A pretest provided further support for the

contention (Semmel et al.,1967) that EMR children are not predominantly

paradigmatic responders on free word-association tasks. The paired-

associate data indicated that relatively low-paradigmatic EMR responders
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learn P-A stimuli which are linked in a strong associative relationship with

greater ease than when the relation between stimulus pairs is based on grammatical

form-class. Low-paradigmatic Ss performed best when the associative strength

between word pairs was high, regardless of the form-class relationship (i.e.

paradigmatic or syntagmatic) of word pairs. Low-paradigmatic Ss' P-A

learning was inferior to that of high-paradigmatic Ss when associative strength

between word pairs was low, especially when the stimulus items were low-associa-

tive, paradigmatic nouns. When associative strength between word pairs was

high, the performance of low- and high-paradigmatic Ss was similar.

It appears from this study that EMR boys who are predominantly high-

paradigmatic W-A responders are able to utilize both grammatical and associa-

tive cues in learning P-As. The performance of the low-paradigmatic responders

on the high-paradigmatic list suggests that they, too, have the paradigmatic

competence needed to recode linguistic units into grammatical form-classes;

but whereas high-paradigmatic responders tend to avail themselves of this

competence naturally, as their superior performance on the low-paradigmatic

list bears witness, low-paradigmatic EMR subjects have no such strong habits.

The high-associative pairs in lists H-P and H-S provided stronger cues than the

low-associative pairs in lists L-P and L-S. When these associative cues were

not available to low-paradigmatic Ss, they were relatively inefficient in

organizing linguistic units into classes. Hence, low-paradigmatic responders

are comparatively more dependent on simple associative cues between linguistic

units than on hierarchically organized ones. As a result, their P-A learning

is inferior to that of high-paradigmatic responders on lists where the

association between stimulus pairs is low or based on paradigmatic criteria.

The results of the P-A study do not appear to be a function of an initial

IQ difference between subjects. Although the correlation between paradigmatic

responses and FSIQ was significant, about 90% of the variance remains unexplained.

Furthermore, the correlatixs between the criterion variable and the subject

variables were non-significant. It is plausible,therefore, to suggest a

difference in "language strategy" between high and low-paradigmatic responders

in decoding and recoding verbal stimuli.
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Table 2

Free Word-Association Pretest

mother school money train horse

elephant water fork snow milk

knife coat bird tree apple

hand cow toy clock balL

boat pictures flower ballon man

Table 3

Paired Associate Lis:s

High Paradigmatic (H-P) Low ParadLgmatic (L-P)

chair table chair rug

girl boy girl coat

foot hand foot pants

dogs cats dogs birds

sheep wool sheep hill

bread butter bread tea

doors windows doors walls

city town city snow

High Syntagmatic (H-S) Low Syntagmatic (L-S)

chair sit chair low

girl pretty girl one

foot walk foot blue

dogs bark dogs see

sheep white sheep sit

bread eat bread cook

doors open doors cold

city big city new

Table. 4

Mean Percentage of Paradigmatic Responses and SD'S
on Free Word-Association Test

Total Subject Group
(N=72)

High Paradigmatic Ss
(N=36)

Low Paradigmatic Ss
(N=36)

Mean 54.93 71.95 37.90

SD 21.39 13.22 12.22

Range 5 - 100 55 - 100 5 - 55
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Chapter III

COMPREHENSION AND LIITATION OF SENTENCES BY MONGOLOID CHILDREN AS A

FUNCTION OF TRANSFORMATIONAL COMPLEXITY

Melvyn Semmel and Diane Greenough

Center For Research on Language and Language Behavior

University of Michigan

Abstract

The effect of sentence complexity_on the ability of 40 trainable

mentally retarded (TMR) mongoloid Ss (XIQ= 34.3) to comprehend and
imitate verbally presented strings was examined in 2 studies. Compre-
hension ability was tested by asking each S to indicate which of 2
pictures was being described in the sentence spoken by E. 8 stimulus
sentences were spoken by E for each pair of pictures--simple declarative
or kernel (K), negative (N), passive (P), and negative passive (NP)
for each picture. S's ability to imitate sentences of varying levels
of complexity was tested by having him repeat the sentences used in
the comprehension task, with passive forms truncated so that stimuli
would be nearly equal in length. Ss correctly comprehended kernel
sentences significantly more often than chance expectancy but compre-
hended negative sentences less often than would be expected by chance.
Imitation of kernel sentences (obligatory transformations only) was
significantly better than imitation of sentences in which optional
transformations had been applied. No significant differences in
accuracy of imitation were observed among the strings with optional
transformations. Results are discussed in terms of competence and
performance variables which might affect the ability of TMR Ss to
deal with verbal stimuli.

The relationship of the grammatical complexity of a centence and the

speed of comprehension among adult Ss has been studied by Gough (1965;1966).

Slobin (1966) has reported findings with both normal adults and children.

Using a procedure in which Ss indicated the truth-value of a sentence in

relation to a picture presented by El it was found that latencies of correct

responses were of the following order: kernel < passive < negative < negative

passive. These results were offered as evidence that speed of comprehension

is inversely proportional to the number of transformations separating a

sentence from its base structure. Simple declarative (kernel) sentences

result from obligatory transformations of the base structure and are thought

to be the simplest sentence forms (Chomsky, 1965). Addition of the semantic
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element of negation apparently creates more difficulty for comprehension than

do grammatical transformations. Thus, Slobin and Gough found slowest compre-

hension rates when tile negative (semantic) transformation was applied. Slobin

also reported that chronological age (CA) interacts significantly with syntactic

structure--suggesting developmental changes in linguistic competence. IQ

and reaction time to sentences did not correlate significantly.

The present studies wei:e designed to test whether these findings can be

extended to trainable-mentally retarded (TMR) children. The investigators

were also interested in developing a method for the clinical study of language

comprehension of TMR children. It was hypothesized that the hierarchy of

difficulty reported by Gough and Slobin for comprehension and imitation of

sentences would reoccur with TMR Ss and would be associated with CA but not

with IQ (Lenneberg, Nichols, & Rosenberger, 1964).

Study I: Comprehension

Method

Subiects. Ss were 40 mongoloid children ranging in CA from 6 to 14

years (X = 135 mos., SD = 19 mos.) and enrolled in the program fer the

TMR in Wayne County Intermediate School District. Ss were characterized

by their teachers as having no gross visual, auditory, or motor impairments.

There were 21 males and 19 females in the sample. Binet IQ range was 22

to 62 (R = 34.3, SD = 9.6).

Procedure. Four pairs of pictures, each pair representing both aspects

of a reversible situation, were used as stimuli. The pictures were brightly

colored and mounted on 8 x 10" cardse The following situations were depicted:

(a) Ball hittimg clown, clown hitting ball, (b) Boy kicking girl, girl kicV,ng

boy, (c) Ball hitting flowers in pot, pot of flowers hitting ball, (d) Dog

chasing cat, cat chasing dog.

For each pair of pictures, two kernel, i.e., declarative (K), two

negative (N), two passive (P), and two negative passive (NP) sentences

were presented to S. Order of presentation was randomized for each paYx

of pictures. The sentence stimuli used are presented in Table 1.
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Insert Table 1 about here

Each S was tested by one of three Es in an empty classroom. After being

seated at a small table across from E, S was encouraged to interact with E

for approximately t-en minutes so as to adapt to the experimental environment.

Four pictures, one fi'om each pair, were placed before S, who was asked to

point to the one he liked best. The picture he selected determined which

pair of stimuli was presented first. E then said, "See these pictures? Point

to the one where..." and then gave the first sentence for that pair of pictures.

Eight sentences were presented for each pair of pictures.

Responses were recorded as correct or incorrect. E also recorded the

position of stimuli as they were placed before S so that position preference

could be detected if present.

Results

The responses of nine Ss had to be discarded because they could not be

induced to perform the task.

Analysis of ..-esponses in terms of the position of the picture selected

revealed no tendency of Ss to favor a specific position or to follow a set

pattern of responses.

Figure 1 shows the mean percentage of correct responses for the 31 Ss

who completed the comprehension task as a function of sentence type.

Insert Figure 1 about here

The task required S. to select one of a pair of pictures for each

sentence given; the probability of the observed mean percentage of correct

responses for each sentence type was determined by means of a binomial test,

given a chance probability of success of 2.= .50.

The probabilities of the observed mean percentage of correct responses

to passive (X = 48.4, SD = 27.62, p < .61) and negative passive (X = 30.4,

SD . 29.19, p < .87) sentences were within chance levels. The probability

of the observed mean percentage of correct responses was p < .08 for declarative
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sentences (R = 58.7, SD = 32,42) and p < .02 for negative declarative sentences

(R = 37.6, SD = 29.15).

Kendall's coefficieat of concordance, corrected for ties, was used to discov-

er whether Ss' comprehension scores were ordered similarly across different levels

of grammatical complexity. Significance levels were determined by calculation

of x
2

. The coefficient of concordance obtained (w = .415) was significant at

the .05 level (x 2
= 45.02). Since there was a significant association of scores

across sentence types, a single comprehension score was used to test for associa-

tion of IQ and CA with comprehension ability. The mean percentage of correct

responses for each S across all sentence types was used as a summary score, and

the association of CA and IQ with comprehension performance was tested by means

of Kendall's tau, corrected for ties, with significance determined by calculation

of z (Siegel, 1963). CA and IQ were significantly associated with each other

(tau = -.23, tau = .13, 2.< .04), but neither CA nor IQ were significantly

associated with comprehension scores (tau
CA

= -.05, 0tau '
13, p < .35; tau

IQ

= +.06, atau = .13, p < .32).

Study II. Imitation

Method

Subjects. The same Ss were used for both the comprehension and imitation

tasks.

Procedure. Following presentation of all eight stimulus sentences in the

comprehension task (See Table 1), the pictures were removed and E said, "Now

say just what I say. O.K.?" The eight sentences were repeated, with the

passives and negative passives truncated by deletion of the "by" clause so

as roughly to equate length of all the sentences.

Results

Responses of nine Ss were not available because they were unwilling

to perform the task.

Figure 2 shows the mean percentage of correct responses to each sentence type

for the 31 Ss who completed the imitation task.
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Insert Figure 2 about here

The following orthogonal breakdowns were made of the hypotheses relative

to comparisons among K, N, P, and NI sentences on the imitation task:

1. Imitation of kernel (K) sentences (obligatory transformations _Ally)

would be significantly better than the imitation of sentences to which one or

more optional transformations were applied (N, P, and NP sentences).

2. Imitation of sentences to which one optional transformation was

applied (N and P sentences) would be significantly better than imitation of

sentences to which two optional transformations were applied (NP sentences).

3. Imitation of sentences to which a passive (P) transformation was

applied would be significantly better than imitation of sentences containing

a negative (N) transformation.

These hypotheses were tested through a priori individual comparisons among

sample means (Hays, 1963). The percentage of correct responses was used as

the measure of performance (51K = 40.3, SD = 43.22; R - 31.5, SD = 45.30;

XN = 33.9, SD = 41.90; Rie = 27.4, SD = 37.56; MS error = 617.28, N = 31).

Table 2 shows the results of these comparisons.

Insert Table 2 about here

To a significant degree (2 < .05), declarative sentences were more correctly

imitated than were sentences to which optional transformations had been applied.

Kendall's coefficient of concordance, corrected for ties, was used to

discover whether Ss' Imitation scores were ordered similarly across different

levels of grammatical complexity. Significance levels were determined by

calculation of x
2

. The coefficient of concordance obtained (w = .73) was
2

significant at the .01 level (x = 70.4). Since the association of scores

across sentence types was significant, the mean percentage of correct responses

for each S across all sentence types was used as a summary score in testing

the association of IQ and CA with imitation ability. The association of CA

and imitation scores was not significant (tau = -.08, a tau= .13, p < .50),

but IQ and imitation were strongly associated (tau =+ 41 , ° tau' P <

.001). Since CA and IQ are strongly associated with each other (tau = -.23,
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=
tau

.13, p. < .04), it was decided to partial_out.the_effect.of.CA from the

IQ-imitation association as described in Siegel__(195.6).- This.step_led to a lower

imitation-IQ association (tau
I-IQ:CA

= .33). The significance level associated

with this coefficient is not known.

Discussion

Simple declarative sentences appear.to.be within the_comprehension abithy

of the TMR Ss in this study. However,.the_negative_sentences_were.comprehended

less often than would be expected_if.Ss_randomly.selpcted- pictures following

sentence presentations. The results_suggest_that_TNEs_may,react. to negative

declarative sentences by ignoring the negation. transformation. and responding to

ac..h sentence as if it were an affirmative. declarative_stringfresulting in

consistent selection of the wrong picture.....This,finding....maT.be_evidence of a

lack of competence in the processing_of.sentences_such_that-_the.effect of

transformations on the base strings.is.not.considered_by_S.:.The_results also

appear consistent with the prevalent.. hypothesis_.that_TIMs:_do. not_ attend to

relevant cues (i.e., negative markers) in learning tasks (see Zeaman & House,

1963).

The mongoloid TMR Ss did not appear. to_comprehend.the_passive.and nega-

tive-passive sentence stimuli presented_to_them....They-either.responded randomly

to such strings or used decoding. strategies_which_resulted in responses that

were not correlated with those demanded.by_the_task-.

Neither IQ nor CA was significantly.. associatea...with...comprehension.. _Thus,

for TMR children, the ability tested_is.apparently-not-one:which.can.be expected

to develop with increasing CA:or to. be.more_pronounced_atrelatively. higher

IQ levels. However, since Slobin fOund a significantLassociation of CA and

comprehension in normal children but.no association_of. .N_and. comprehension,

the failure to obtain an association of.comprehension_and_CA_may_ reflect the

limited range of abilities of Ss in the.study......With_a_wider range.of.scores

and CAs there might be a significant.association-of_CLand.comprehension such

as was found by Lenneberg, Nichols, and_Rosenberger (1964).

With normal adults, Gough.(1966).found.no.difference between comprehension

of passive and truncated passives. It is not known, however, whether this result
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holds for the TMR Ss in the pr sent study. An important factor in the inability

of our TMR Ss to comprehend passive and negative passive sentences may well have

been the length of these strings (eight words for passive strings, nine words for

negative passive strings), which perhaps lay beyond their immediate memory span.

However, since the P and NP sentences were comprehended bdttet than the

shorter N sentences (7 words), it appears unlikely that sentence length was the

only factor influencing performance on the comprehension task.

In the comprehension task, even the declarative and negative strings were

longer than the apparent ceiling levels of three words or four digits obtained

in an unpublished stueiy conducted by the investigators with the same Ss (Semmel

& Greenough, unpublished). Ss were able to decode declarative sentences which

were six words long, and they even appear to have decoded the seven-word negative

strings, ignoring, to be sure, the negation transformation and treating the

sentence as if it were an affirmative declarative string.

Performance on the task is highly dependent upon attention. There is

considerable evidence that retarded individuals have greater difficulty in attending

to tasks when their motivation or general level of arousal is low (Semmel, 1965;

Denny, 1964). Nevertheless, differences in the comprehensibility of sentences

as a function of syntactic and semantic structure were found with these TMR Ss;

the paradigm used in the present study may therefore be useful for assessing

linguistic abilities of TMR children in clinical situations.

The relevant variable in the imitation task appeared to be the presence

or absence of optional transformations. Ss were able to imitate simple de-

clarative sentences significantly better than sentences to which optional gram-

matical and/or semantic transformations had been applied. The results further

indicate that IQ is significantly associated with imitation ability in mongoloid

TMR Ss. This result differs from Lenneberg's, who found no such significant

associatlon among the mongoloid Ss in his sample (Lenneberg et al., 1964).

Sentence length may have been an important factor in the imitation task,

with Ss unable to hold the longer, transformed sentences in immediate memory.

However, the shortest sentence form in the imitation task was the truncated

passive sentence (five words). Next longest were the simple declarative and

negative passive forms (six words each). The longest form was the simple

negative (seven words). So, if length of sentence stimuli affected imitation
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ability in this task, we would expect the scores to be ordered as follows

P < (K = NP) < N. In fact, though, the declaratives were imitated signif-

icantly better than the sentences that included optional transformations.

Differences among the other sentence types are nnt significn Ut i aLly

case are not so ordered that the shortest sentences are imitated best.

Instead, the seven-word negative is imitated better than the five-word passive

which is, in turn, better imitated than the six-word negative passive.

Thus, there is some evidence that Ss made use of the syntactic structure

of the sentence stimuli, perhaps coding the semantic relations and a base-

structure-like description of the syntactic structure. With the TMR Ss in

this study, utilization of such a technique to decode, store, and encode

sentences is difficult when the sentences involve optional semantic and/or

syntactic transformations.

Although Gough (19(55; 1966) and Slobin (1966) found comprehension to

be more difficult when the semantic negative transformation was applied than

when the syntactic passive transformation was, there was no significant difference

in S performance on the two types of strings in either the comprehension or

imitation tasks of the present study. Since Slobin (1966) found that syntactic

and semantic featurE:s of stimuli could account for performance of normal

children with CA's of at least six years; Ss in the present studies may have

been functioning at too low a level to utilize these linguistic factors complete-

ly.

The superior understanding and hnitation of declaratives as against

other types of sentences could also reflect a difference in the Ss familiarity

with the sentence types. Siegel (1963) studied the language behavior of adults

and retarded children in interpersonal associations. The mean length of adult

response (ALR) in such situations was considerably lower than the norms provided

by Mildred Templin (1967) for utterances of normal eight-year-olds; adults also

used fewer responses, shorter MLR's, and lower type-token ratios (TTR) with low-

level than with high-level isz Ss. They also used significantly more questions.

Adults associating with mongoloid TMR children may limit their verbal interaction

to simple statements and questions and thus impoverish the verbal environment

of such children. TMR children, having little acquaintance with complex sentences,

would be reluctant to repeat them.
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Thus, the factors of senterice length, syntactic and semantic complexity, and

famLI /1_,.y with sentence forms could, separately or in combination, account for

the performance of the Ss in the present studies. All of these factors seem to

contribute to the complexity of a sentence. Incorporation of transformations

into a sentence generally increases the length as well as the syntactic

and/or semantic complexity. An unfamiliar sentence form or a sentence with

unusual, unfamiliar words is also a complex string and is difficult to decode

and store.

The most significant finding in these two studies would appear to be that

TnR children comprehend simple negative sentences as if they were affirmative

declarative strings. It is not clear whether this phenomenon is the result of

inadequate competence or performance.

Mongoloid TMR children may lack the competence to process a negative sen-

tence into an underlying kernel plus semantic transforlation. They may, instead,

extract a kernel-like structure similar to that of the sentences they normally hear

and exhibiting a relationship of agent to recipient opposite to that in the

base string underlying the negative sentence. On the other hand, these children

may have the competence to deal with negative sentences but fail to attend to

the negative marker in the surface structure, and thus treat the sentence as if

it were an affirmative string. Further studies in which the negative marker is

strongly emphasized by the E through intonational stress and gesture may help

determine whether it is primarily competence or performance variables that affect

the comprehension of negative sentences.
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Table 1

Sentence Stimuli for the Comprehension Task

A. 1. The dog is being chased (by the cat). *
2. The dog is not chasing the cat.
3. The dog is chasing the cat.
4. The cat is being chased (by the dog).
5. The dog is not being chased (by the cat).
6. The cat is not chasing the dog.
7. The cat is not being chased (by the dog).
8. The cat is chasing the dog.

B. 1. The ball is not being hit (by the clown).
2. The ball is not hitting the clown.
3. The ball is hitting the clown.
4. The clown is hitting the ball.
5. The ball is being hit (by the clown).
6. The clown is hitting the ball.
7. The clown is not being hit (by the ball).
E. The clown is being hit (by the ball).

C. 1. The ball is not hitting the flowers.
2. The ball is not being hit (by the flowers).
3. The flowers are being hit (by the ball).
4. The flowers are not hitting the ball.
5. The ball is hitting the flowers.
6. The flowers are not being hit (by the ball).

7. The ball is being hit (by the flowers).
8. The flowers are hitting the ball.

D. 1. The girl is being kicked (by the boy).
2. The girl is kicking the boy.
3. The boy is not being kicked (by the girl).
4. The boy is being kicked (by the girl).
5. The boy is kicking the girl.
6. The girl is not being kicked (by the boy).
7. The girl is not kicking the boy.
8. The boy is not kicking the girl.

*Expressions in parentheses were deleted in the imitation task (Study II).
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Table 2

Summary of Orthogonal Comparisons of Relationship Between

Level of Grammatical Complexity and Imitation Scores

Orthogonal Comparisons

Hypotheses:

Obligatory
Transformations

. vs.

Optional
Transformations

One
Transformation

vs.

Two
Transformations

Syntactic
Transformation

vs.

Semantic
Transformation

Y

Est. Var. (T)

t

9.37

26.54

1.82*

5.3

29.87

0.97

2.4

39.82

0.38

*
p < .05

Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Mean percentage of correct comprehension responses as a function

of sentence type.

Fig. 2. Mean percentage of correct imitation responses as a function of

sentence type.
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Chapt-: 7V

THE BRAIN AS A MIXER, I. PRELIMINARY LITERATURE REVIEW:

AUDITORY il:qEGRATION

Melvyn I. Semmel, Dale Lewellyn Gillian to7as, and Judith Agard

Center for Research on Language-and Language Behavior
The University-of Michigan

In a review of earlier work on techniques for studying central
auditory integration, Matzker's (1958) binaural fusion procedure
emerges as the most promising method for-measuring binaural inte-
gration abilities.

Progress has been slow in.developing-methods to evaluate central hearing

deficiencies. Patients with central:lesions-are often.judged by the otologist

to have essentially- normal-hearing-.- The-reason is the bilateral cerebral cor-

tical representatic of hearing for each earl bedause each ear projects to

both sides of the brain, a lesion. within the-brain must-be enormous and pro-

bably lethal (covering auditory.areas-on-both.sides.of-the brain) before it

results in deafness measurable.by a conventional hearing test. More sensi-

tive tests of'auditory discrimination often-involve the patient s intelligence,

education, and memory, as well as his-hearing-,.and so produce results that

are difficult to interpret.

One of the first break-throughs on this problem came in the early 1950's

when Bocca (1955) and his colleagues showed that the-ability to understand

distorted speech was modified substantially-in the contralateral ear of pa-

tients with temporal lobe tumors. The patients-had-essentially normal hearing

for pure tones and undistorteclordinary-speech, but when the-speech signal

was distorted by low-pass filteringacceleration-of rate, periodic interrup-

tion, or artificially scanning speech, the diiscrimination scores were signi-

ficantly lower for the ear opposite.Ahe-side-lof-the-pathological temporal lobe.

Bocca's finding suggested.a.new. use-for-two standard tests of auditory

discrimination whic'a were in wide.use%at-the-time. The Rush-Hughes (RH) and

W22 tests both involved delivering 50 phonetically balanced (PB) monosyllabic
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words and asking the subject to repeat each word. Individually, the tests were

ineffective in diagnosing brain damage, but it turned out that in combination

they could.

Investigators had noticed that the RH test consistently resulted in 20%

more errors than the W22, apparently as a result of distortion in the RH re-

cordings and of the clipped and speedier method of presenting the words. A

difference in score greater than 20% between the two tests was found to indi-

cate a disturbance in the auditory areas of the temporal lobes; and it was

particularly in the ear contralateral to the damaged hemisphere that such a

difference would appear (Goetzinger, Dirks, & Baer, 1960). Apparently the

greater difficulty of the RH test functions in the same manner as the distor-

tions of speech in Bocca's work.

Jerger (1954) provided further evidence from 24 patients with organic

CNS disease. He used five monaural tests, three of them simple tests of the

type developed by Bocca End his colleagues. The UL or "undistorted loud" test

required subjects to repeat 50 PB words which were presented 50 db above

threshold. The UF or -lndistorted faint" test delivered 50 PB words at only

30 db above threshold The LPFS, or "low-pass filtered speech" test, delivered

50 PB words with a 500 cps filter, so that the words were muffled and diffi-

cult to understand.

The two other tests differed.from the others in-that they involved a

primary signal to which the listener-had to attend in the presence of a sec-

ondary or competing signal on the non-test ear. Test #2 presented 50 PB words

(50 db above threshold) to one ear, while*a different speaker simultaneously

read a complete sentence to the other ear at a level 10 db more intense than

the PB words. The subject had to ignore the sentences in one ear and repeat

aloud thy PB words he heard in the-other. Test #3 was similar to test #2

except that the test signal was a complete sentence requiring a multiple-

choice answer, and the competing signal on the other ear was the continuous

discourse of two different speakers-.

Scores for all of these tests were determinei separately f( the two ears,

the ear homolateral and the ear contralateral to the affected side of the

brain.
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Jerger presented results.fonfour-groups of subjects. Group A consisted

of Feven patients with low-brain-stem lesions (below_the cochlear nucleus

presumably not involving the auditory system... These patients, as expected,

showed normal test results,.with%no%difference between the two ears on any of

the five tests. Group B consisted._of seven patients with unilateral brain:-

stem damage involving the auditory_system. The-tests showed a 20% decrease

in number of correct responses.for-Ahe ear'contralateral to the damage. The

only exception was in test #3,.where-performance was gooe on both ears.

Group C consisted of six%patients.with'unilateral ,oral lobe lesions

involving Herschl's gyrus.. The%results- were-quite similar to those-for Group

B, except that in tests #2 and-#3Ythc-.contralateral ear showed a much poorer

response.. In Group D. designed%as%a%control for Group C, four-suLects with

parietal, frontal; or remote.temporal.cortical lesions were-tested. A slight

(5-10%) difference between.the%two-..ears- was found. -The authors suggested that

the auditory system had sustained%some..secondarydamage during the neurosur-

gical procedures to which-.all%the%patients%of-this- group-had been subjected. .

In summary, the PB monauraltests%apparently-detected-auditory brain-stem

or cortical lesions. The..only_test%differentiating between-locations, howeve-L,

was test #3. The authors concluded%that-it- was too soon-to comment on the

diagnostic value of any of-.these%tests:-%Many more-subjects- had to-be tested

and the location of the-central.lesions.checketh To-be sure, the tests sup-

ported Bocca's findings of decreased%ability-to-understand some signals in the

contralateral ear of patients%.with%temporal-lobe tumors; however, they also

showed that.brain-stem.damage%could'..lear tothe-same result. What was needed

was a test that could localize.the%area-_of.damage. Again it was Bocca (1961)

who suggested the method to..aitEirr_solv-1.ng-this-problem.. -It involved simul-

taneously'delivering different-_signals- to-the two ears, and studying the syn-

thesis or integration of these_messages.

This phenomenon of bilateral-Jusion.orintegral-ion hps-an-interesting

history. Throughout the-nineteenth-_and.early-twentieth centuries-most people

thought that there was no..real%binaural-.summation-of-im ;-,..ty or loudness,

but simply a sensation of.greater%clarity%and ,ound. -However,

3,ter s ,ies of summation%ar.thresholdgave-substantial-evidence that at the

7e1 of the CNS a nearly perfect summation of-the-stimuli-heard by the two
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ears does occur. An experiment by Bocca (1955) gave_clear.evidence of_this

summation. He used both nonsensieal_and meaningful disyllabic-words., First

he presented to one ear a normal voice-delivering.these words and loweredthe

intensity until the subject was-unable to identify and repeat more then 30% of

the words. Then to the other ear.he presented the.same.words at 45:db.above.

threshold, using a 500 cps low-frequency-band.--passlilter.to distort_the.syl,

lables. With this arrangement,-subjects.were unable to articulate more:than-

50% of the words. When both_stimuli.were.delivered together to one.or both

ears by means of loudspeakers,.the.louder stimulus behaved as.a masking_stim-.

ulus of the weaker one, and.discrimination remained equal to that observe&for

the suprathreshold distorted stimulus alone. However, when the two stimuli

were delivered through earphones.separately-and simultaneously to the two.ears,

binaural discrimination was approximately equal to the arithmetic.addition of-

the two monaural discriminations..:_,articulation jumped to'80% or 90%. _During:

this binaural.stimulation, the_subjects thought.they were.hearing.only.supra,

threshold stimulation and.were.unaware_of.the contralateral subthreshold:._

stimulus except that the voice became suddenly "much clearer" when-it was in-

troduced.

Bocca concluded that with.one_ear. thus providing power and the.other,ear.

providing quality, he had'produced.clear:evidence of-binaural summation:and:of.

binaural integration.....He..did_not_immediately.speculate on the exact.site:_of.

this process, but it was clear_thatLif the site could be.determined,.the_method
\

might be fruitful for diagnosis:ofispecifically localized_brain damage.

The Jerger study.cited.earlier:marked an initial attempt.to localizeLin,

tegration. In Jerger's.binaural_test, called the SWAMI,.or "speech_with-alterna-

ting masking index," 50_words.were_presented to both ears.simultaneously,.but:-

a much louder masking noise,.20.db_more intense than the_speedu, was_switched.

once.a second from one ear.to.the_other. Underthis masking noise,.intelligi+..

bility was quite poor.on.either_ear_separately, but the tv -monaural.signals.

complemented each other.in time.and_intelligibility was not appreciably-in,

paired. The normal brain.apparently fused.the speech information from the

two ears effectively.
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The SWAMI results showed a 20% reduction for both the cortical and brain-

stem auditory-damaged groups, which was no more than would be expected from

the normal 20% reduction in basic:PB scores on the-contrdiateral ear. This

negative finding was unexpected, since integration was expected to take place

in the brain stem. The authors spoke of other evidence, without citing it,

to support their suggestion that the mechanism of binaural fusion was situated

at a relatively low level in the.brain stem and was not appreciably affected

by lesions at only slightly higher.levels. Presumably they were identifying

the trapezoid fibers as responsible for integration, but the evidence for such

a locus is negative rather than positive. The problem of localization has

certainly not been solved.

A different kind of test_which seemed to involve some kind of binaural

integration was suggested by Sanchez-Longo and Forster (Matzker, 1958), who

studied the ability to localize.sound in patients with brain tumors. Using

"white noise" as their test signali_they demonstrated that in patients with

tumors of the temporal lobe.a.sound.source is lateraiized to the contralateral

side. Ia patients with lesions.in..other cerebral regions, they found no de-

ficits in ability to localize.sound:

Matzker (1958) used this.same-.technique, varying interaural time differ,.

ences for pure-tone signals of.frequencies between 125 Hz and 8000 Hz, which

were interrupted at regular.intervals. The smallest time interval used was ,

0.018 msec.; which was ItOng.enough-_to cause a definite lateralization of the

imaginary sound source to the_side.where the signal arrived first. The greater

the time difference, the more.lateral the sound seemed to become. At an in-

terval of 0.648 msec., in normal.subjects-, the-source appeared to have moved

to a pos!.tion exactly 90b off the.median plane.

The investigator started.testing Se with.the-maximal interaural-time dif-

ference and decreased the interval%in.steps. The zone of mid-line impression,

or "localization band" was established-for each subject. With in-hosing age,

the band was Eound to widen.considerably.

Matzker tested more than..400-.patients-with.this technique. He found

that a deviatf-n of the localization-.band occurred in cases of cerebral lesion

on the contralateral side or brain-stem lesions on the homolateral side. He
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defined the dividing line above which.contralateral localization and belnw

which homolateral localization occurs in the'ventral brain stem. "Ventral

brain-stem" is an unclear term, though; presumably Matzker was suggesting that

only lesions in the trapezoid.fibers cause a deviation in localization toward

the homolateral side. Since deviations are also found at all other levels of

the auditory system,,however, the trapezoid fibers cal-riot be identified as a

specific site for integration.involved.in localization. ;ions in frontal,

parietal, and occipital lohes,.as_well as in the temporal lobe, also contri-

buted to abnormal localization. And with each individual, it was necessary

to insure that deviations were not caused by unilateral peripheral impairment.

In short, the sound localization test appears inadequate to localize brain-

stem lesions.

Matzker therefore developed a "selective test of the central auditory

connections in the brain stem," designed to explore the integration of signals

travelling in the 17,ilateral auditory pathways. He was particulary interested

in damage involving the medial_geniculate body, which he believed "collects

all the fibers from the homo- and.contralateral sides and relays them to the

cortex on the.same side." Matzker's picture.of the auditory pathways differs

from the traditional anatomicalAiagrams (see Crosby, Humphrey, & Lauer, 1962,

p. 276); Figure 1 taken,from Matzker (1950 in siMplified form shows the

auditory pathway-from one ear:

Insert Figure 1 about here

\

In Matzker's test two simultaneous but individually meaningless sounds

are presented, one to each ear. Words.are split by narrow band-pass filters

into a low-frequency band (500,-800 Hz ), which is presented to one r, and a

high-frequency band of the same word (1500-2500.Hz ), which is presented to

the other ear. The single band.is virtually unintelligible: no more than 20%

of the words ia it can be recognized: However, there is excellent integration

of the two components, since together they permit almost 100% recognition when

the test is giveLl to normal subjects. The integration presumably takes place

in the brain stem, after which impulses axe transmitted to the cerebral cortex,

where the frequencies are translated into speech (Matzker, 1960).
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On tests with more than-1700.subjects; Matzker obtained results that ac-

corded with his theoretical.predictions. In-almost ail cases of cerebral tumor

in all brain regions, test results_were.positive (84%). A high proportion.of.

recent head injuries.gave- a positive-result; with the binaural test reverting.

to negative as other symptomsAisappeared. The test was also negative with all

psychotics, most epileptics,.and.patients- with- multiple sclerosis. In subjects

over 70 years of age, the test.was.always positive, presumably because of the

physiological loss of ganglionic-cells with age

In two clst=s in which-the.binaural.test gave positive results, autopsy

revealed tumors away from the.brain- stem, in the cerebellum or in-the frontal

lobes, but no macroscopic abnormalities in the brain-stem or auditory pathways,

However, microscopic sections.showed hemorrhaging, intravascular clotting, and.

other signs of circulatory.disturbance in the brain stem. Moreover, nerve cell

nuclei, Nissl granules, and.cytoplasur.clearly showed degenerative changes.

Apparently a reflex circulatory.disturbance.through the brain stem had led to .

an insufficient supply of.oxygen.to.its nuclei. As a result the functioning

of the synaptic connections in_the.brain-.stem- was impaired.

Harris (1963) used Matzkeri.s%binaural test on 25 brain-damaged and 25

normal subjects. He found.a.significant difference between the two groups. .

In two larger studies, using.175.subjects aged 7 through 20, Harris again

found that subjects with organic%symptoms showed'poorer integration than sub-

jects with only functional symptoms.presumably arising from "psychological"

causes. He found no significaL.:-.relationship between .auditory integration and

age, sex, obstetrical history;.birth_conditions; or levels of reading ability.

A more recent study of.Matzkers fusion test (Hayashi et al., 1966) adds

some significant information.. Hayashi-widened.the scope of Matzker's study by

presenting the signals at.several%different in ensity levels and by introducing

the additional -esting conditions here diagrammed:

Insert Figure 2 about here

Among 78 subjects he found.five cases of poor binaural fusion: two head

injuries, one temporal lobe epilepsy, one cerebollar ataxia, and one sensorineural
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deafness of unknown cause. All cases.of inner ear impairment showed a_normal

pattern of binaural fusion and so lent support to Matzker's belief thatLthe::

test indicates damage to central rather than peripheral auditory mechanisms.:.

However, the most interesting result was the tendency of poor binaural ful _tion..

to occur when the high band was connected to the ear opposite the-side of the:

affected cerebral area. For example, in one case of head injury poor binaural

function was found only when the signals from the high-band filter.were_given.

to the left ear; the function was normal when the signals were given to the

right ear.

Hayashi conclCed that the site of binaural fusion could not be the brain

stem, since "synapses of auditory pathways are closely gathered in a relat'vely

narrow place in the brain stem and lesions in the area would cause poor_binaural

function regardless of the sidc of the.ear receiving the signals passing:through

the high band or the low one." The laterality of the results suggest to him

that the site of binaural fusion is "the cortical or subcortical area."

Preliminary Conclusions

It appears reasonable to extract the following implications from the above

review: Matzker's procedure is probably inadequate as a general test to detect.

brain damage, since many areas of the brain may be damaged without affecting:

performance on the test--particularly in the case of small lesions r'gt ide the.

auditory pathways or even involving fibers that are within, the.audi system

but play no role in integration.

Furthermore, Matzker's test may have only limited promise as a test.to-

localize brain damage. It is not all clear where binaural integration takes-

place, whether at the level of dle trapezoid fibs, or of the cochlear_nuclei,

or of the nucleus of the lateral lemniscus, or of the inferior colliculus,_or

of the cortex, or of any combination of these. And even if the loci of auditory

integration were determined, lesions in remote areas, by causing vascular.damage

to the relevant areas,might still make it extremely difficult to detect the loci

of the major lesion.

Obviously, far more direct validation of Matzker's procedure is necessary

by studying the binaural integration abilities of patients with a clear pathology

and histology that gives the exact location.and nature of the.brain damage.
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Although Matzker's procedure_may_be:inadequate.to.diagnose-specific_braiu

injury, it has particular promise.as a-technique for-studying-an organism's

binaural integration abilities.__Little,.if anything, is known about_the.rela-

_lip of this abilitTto_other-performance:variables. Hence,.further ex-

1.,1oration and development of- the* procedure appear warranted.
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Chapter V

THE BRAIN AS A MIXER, II. A PILOT STUDY OF CENTRAL AUDITORY

INTEGRATION ABILITIES OF NORMAL AND RETARDED CHILDREN

Melvyn I. Semme1 , Judith A. Agard, and Jerry L. Olson

Center for Research on Language and Language Behavior
The Univ rsity of Michigan

Matzker's (1958) technique for the study of central auditory
integration abilities was modified and piloted with 6 normal and
6 retarded children. 2 frequency filter systems were used:
System I presented frequencies from 425 to 1275 Hz in one band
and 2550 to 6800 Hz in the other; System 2 presented frequencies
from 637 to 1275 Hz and from 2550 to 5100 Hz.

Ss were asked to repeat 40 words presented under 4 conditions:
high frequency pass only, low frequency pass only, high and low
frequency stimuli to separate ears simultaneously (binaural inte-
gration condition), and both frequency bands to both ears
simultaneously (normal binaural conditioning).

Results are presented and discussed relative to methodological
problems with the techniques used. Performance under the 4 presenta-
tion conditions is compared for the 2 filter pass systems, the type
anclage of Ss normal vs. yetarded) and the specific/word stimuli
used.

The diagnosis and localization of brain injury among exceptional ch ldren

has been the subject of considerable interest (Strauss & Lehtineno 1947).

Matzker (1958) has developed a promising technique to assess tha brain's

ability to integrate sounds. The approach involves separating a meaningful

auditory stimulus (e.g. , a word) into its high and low frequencies. pre-

sentation of either the high or low frequencies alone results in an extremely

low probability of stimulus recognition. Simultaneous presentation of the

tWo components requires 8 to integrate the two frequencies centrally--thus

increasing the probability of stimulus recognition. Matzker used Vdo filter

passes (500-800 Hz and 1815-2500 Hz) without explaining the rationale or

criteria for selecting these passes.

Matzker (1958) presented evidence that patients wi h brain pathology

could not integrate t-o frequency bands presented simultaneously, one to

an ear. However,.8s could recognize words when the two frequency bands

were presented simultaneously to both ears.
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Binaur'1 integration -f the elemen s of simultaneously presented meaning-

ful stimulus is purported to take place in the brain stem where the two

auditory pathways from either side are interconnected (Bocca & Calearo, 1963).

The brain stem is apparently the source of many contralateral efferent

impulses which activate or inhibit perIpheral excitability. Normal auditory

integration suggests that the synaptic connections in the brain-stem region

are intact and functioning. Poor integration may reflect faulty synaptic

function within the brain stem. According to Matzker (1958), faulty integration

may result*from the loss of ganglionic cells within the primary auditory

centers, specifically at the level of the cochlear nuclei and of the medial

geniculate bodies0 As evidence for his hypothesis, he adduces the results

of autopsies performed on adults known to have had poor auditory integration

abilities.

Harris (1963) used Matzker's technique with normal and brain-injured Ss.

In a pilot study of 25 normal and 25 brain-injured children he found a signif-

icant difference, but in an expanded study of 70 brain-injured and 96 normal

children he found no sIgnificant differences in binaural integration.

The purpose of the pilot research here reported was to explore the

relative binaural integration abilities of 12 exceptional and normal children.

The study differs in three respects from Harris's (1963). First, two different

systems of frequency filtering were piloted. Second, Ss were presented with

the same words under four conditions: high frequency only, low frequency only,

bl-h and low frequencies to separate ears (,integration condition), and both

frequencies to both ears (normal binaural condition ). Finally, stability of

responses was assessed through the presentation of the stimulus list over

two trials.

Method

Subjects. Ss were six educable mentally retarded (EMR ) boys from Wayne

County Child Development Center (IQ range 50-80) and six normal boys attend-

ing regular public school classes. The chronological age of the EMR Ss was

8 to 13 years (R = 10.0). The normal Ss' CA ranged from 7 to 12 (R = 8.0)

The Ss had no known hearing difficulties and no major articulation problems.

.Filtering_system. The owo frequency filtering systems used were

selected from six different filter systems, including the Matzker system.

The first step in their selection:was to establish a midpoint cutoff
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frequency which would produce about equal distortIon of both high and low

frequency passed speech material. This midpoint frequency was set at 1700 Hz.

Various frequency pass bands symmetrically arranged on either -ide of the

1700 Hz cutoff point were then evaluated by the investigators and the two

systems used in the study were adopted.

Figure 1 illustrates the procedure for ass .mbling the final study tape.

Unfiltered speech was first passed through two band-pass filters in series,

which determined the high and low frequency limits of the speech material

according to the filtering system used. This signal was then split and

sent through high and Acw pass filters on separate channels; the result was

a high and low band-pass of the test material on ejther side _f the 1700 Hz

point. The two signals were balanced for maximum gain and minimum noise

through a series of amplifiers and attenuators before passing through a

switching system which alternated and combined the signals on the final

tape recorder. -The final step was to randomize the filtered test material

and present it.

Insert Figure 1 about here

Filter System 1 presented frequencies from 425 to 1275 Hz (1-1/2 octavec)

in one band and frequencies from 2550 to 6800 Hz (1-1/2 octaves) in the other

band. The frequencies from 1275 to 2550 Hz (1 octave with center on 1700 Hz)

were filtered out. Filter System 2 used frequencies from 637 to 1275 Hz and

from 2550 to 5100 Hz- with the middle frequencies Again omitted.

Procedure. Stimulus materials consisted of 10 words from the Thorndike

(19 9) list of the first thousand most frequently used worda. The words

chosen offered maximum distortion in each filter system and in the presenta-

tion of either high or low frequencies alone. Each word was presented in

each of four condit ons: high frequencies only, low frequencies only, high

and low frequencies to separate ears (integration) and both frequencies to

both ears riormal), so as.,to make a total list of 40 items separated by

6-sec. interstimulus intervals. The presentation order of conditions was

reversed on the.second of two trials. The words were presented through ear-

phones at a camfortable level of loudness, though items at only the high or

low frequencies suffered a slight loss of volume compared with the other

conditions.

CO
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Ss were asked to repeat each word after hearing it through earphones.

One correct practice trial using different words was required before the test

began. After the practice trial and the first test tr-,Ial E stopped the tape

recorder and said, "You're doing fine; now we'll do some more." _E observed

the child closely and recorded each attempt at repetition of the word. The

final score was the number of stimuli incorrectly repeated under each condi-

tion.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 summarizes the percentage of errors of all Ss for each wrd

under each presentation condition across trials. The suitability of the

stimuli is attested by the high percentage of errors for a word heard under

either the high or low condition and the corresponding low percentage of

errors for the word under the integration or normal condition. Only the

wordkgt could not be correctly repeated under the integration condition

(IC) or normal binaural condition (NBC).

Insert Figure 2 about here

Comparison -f the two filter-band systems indicated that the band-pass

with frequencies from 637 to 1272 Hz and from 2550 to 5100 Hz produced

higher mean en:ors under each condition see Table 1). The stimulus words

presented the same pattern of difficulty under both systems. Figure 3

presents th6 mean percentage of errors under various conditions for the two

filter systems used in the pilot study.

imgWmo ftimt

Jnsert Table 1 about here

Insert Figure 3 about here

The mean error scores and standard deviations for each condition and for

each trial for the normal and mentally retarded children is-shown in Table 20

with accompanying means and standard deviations for errors under each condi-

tion for pooled trials. No attempt was made to use parametric statistical

analysis on the data because _Ss were not rwtdomly selected. However, the

data show no apparent significant differences between the two groups in the
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mean number of errors for each condition

trend is suggested in favor of the EMR Ss.

pooled trials , but a difference

Insert Table 2 about here

Table 3 presents information on the integ.,ation condition and normal

binaural condition for the same word. in Trial 1 the NBC condition preceded

the IC one only twice; in Trial 2 it happened five times. The AC-IC com-

parison could produce five different types of responses: (a) a word presented

under both the IC and NBC was repeated correctly each time; (b) it was repeated

incorrectly each time; (c) it was repeated incor ectly and differently each

time; (d) it was correctly repeated under the IC condition and incorrectly

under the NBC one; or (e) it was incorrectly repeated under the IC condition

and correctly under the NBC one. Outcome (a) indicates no problems with

hearing the material or integrating the frequencies. Outcome (b) may indicate

Ss difficulty in hearing the word under both conditions; it more likely

reflects minor articulatory or dialectical variations recorded by E as S's

response. For example9 E. heard the word week under both the integration

and normal conditions as wink. Further evidence is the unchanging frequency

of occurrence of this error over trials. With outcomes (c) and (d) the test

is indeterminate. Only with outcome (e) has the test assessed auditory

integratiztn. An auditory integration score can be computed for each child

in the folle- ng Ninay: the number of responses in which the integration condi-

tion was incorrect and the normal correct divided by the number of times both

'were correct plus the nutber of times both were wrong but the same.

Insert Table 3 about here

For normal Ss the mean integration scores wena.28 and 1 for Trials 1

and 2 respectively and for the EMR Ss the scores were.17 and .11. With B G. M.'s

scores of 1.00 and 1.33 subtractedt the scores for the normal groupswere .13 and

.10.

The number of errors in each of the conditions decreased slightly from the

first to the second trial. The learning effect appears greater for normal than

-for retarded Ss.

Table 4 presents the scores for each of the conditions ansi the integration

score components by age groups. The Blas we e older and did better- although
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the one older normal boy also did very well. The test may involve some form

of perceptual recognition of incomplete stimuli that is developmen ally

controlled.

Insert Table 4 about here

One child had integration scores high enough to discuss as a case study.

G.M. was a nine-year-old with some reading difficulty and some indication of

slow emotional development. He succeeded on the practice trials but on Test

Trial 1 he had only 3 out of a possible 40 words correct. On Trial 2 he

missed 7 out of 10 words in each of the high and low conditions and had 5

integration and 5 normal words wrong. He gave both the integration and

normal words correctly only three times. Twice he gave incorrect responses

to both conditions, and once he gave the integration word correctly but the

normal word incorrectly; four times he was unable to integrate. His Integra-

tion ratio was therefore 4/3, Several explanations are po sible for his poor

performance% hearing difficulties; discomfort in the testing situation;

neurological damage; inability to cope with an incomplete stimulus and form

an auditory gestalt.

Several other Children had equally high errors on the high and low condi-

tions but only two had high errors on the integration and normal conditions.

Both of them were mentally retarded, one with "soft neurological signs."

Their scores were probably the result of dialect problems or experimenter

errors, since both had high scores of the outcome (b) type.

In a pilot study of this sort it is more appropriate to focus on

techniques than findings. Some evidence for an habituation or learning

effect over trials, particularly in the integration and normal conditions,

has already been mentioned. In subsequent investigations, at least two

trials would seem to be advisable.

The high and low conditions were important in determ_ning the usefulness

of the stimulus words but of little value in assessing integration ability..

.The two conditions can probably be dropped in subsequent investigations--but

only after equating the stimulus properties of the words selected. These

two conditions were inadvertently presented at a slightly lower volume than

were the integration and normal conditions. In the future all conditions

should be presented at the same volume.
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If the high and low conditions are eliminated, additional stimulus words

can be presented in the integration and normal conditions. Such additional

words should be tested under all four conditiems with normal children; only

those resulting in errors in the high and low condition but not in the

integration and nornal condition should be selected.

It is important to use the same words under both integration and normal

conditions, so as to neutralize the misleading affects of variant articulation

or dialect. The normal words should precede the integration words. In that

way integration errors could not be attributable to faulty adaptation to the

task.

Filter-band System 2 produced a desirably large number of errors under

the Aigh and low conditions, but it also produced more errors under the

normal condition. Since the control condition should be almost errorless,

filter-band system 1 is the one to use for future studies even though the

number of integration errors may thereby be reduced.

The interstimulus interval of 6 sec. appeared too long fo-

interval of 4 or 5 sec. should be quite adequate.

The test is intended to detect possible brain injury- There is no

reason to believe that more than one of the mentally retarded and possibly

one of the normal boys had even minimal brain injury. It is imperative that

the test now be tried on children with known neurological impairments.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Schematic for filter system.

Fig. 2 Errors made on stimulus words as a percentage of total times the

word wa3 presented by type of condition.

FLg. 3. Mean percentage of errors for four conditions for the two

ter systems.
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Table 1

Mean Error Scores and Standard Deviations for

Each Condition by Filter System

Condition

Filter System

One Two

Mean
Standard
Deviation Mean

Standard
Deviation

Bigh 15.3 1.9 16.5 1.6

Low 11.5 4.1 12.8 3.1

Integration (IC) 6.8 3.9 7.2 3.7

Normal (NBC) 6.2 2.5 8,2 3.2

Table 2

Mean Error Scores and Standard 'Deviations for Each

Condition by Type of Child and Number of Trials

Condition

Type of Child and NuMber of Trials

Filter System
One

Filter System
.Two

Filter Systems
(Both)

Mean S.D. S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D,

Hi h 8.2 1.2 8.8 1.2 7 2 1.2 7.7 0.8 15.3 2.3 16.5 1.0

Low 6.0 2.2 6.2 1.6 5.5 2.4 6.7 1.6 11.5 4.5 12.8 2.4

Integration (IC) 3.8 1.5 4.0 2.5 3.3 2.7 2.8 1.3 7.2 3.9 6.8 3.5

Normal (NBC) 4 0 1.7 5.2 2.5 2.7 2.1 2.5 1.3 6.7 4.2 707 102
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Table 3

Per CPat Distribution of Error Scores on Integration--

Normal Patterns by Type of Child and Trial

Integration
Normal
Pattern

Type of Child and Trial

Trial One Trial Two Total Trials

EMR Normal EMR Normal EMR Normal

--
Both Right 50% 40% 65% 65% 57% 52%

Both Wrong
Samd Word 12 13 12 7 12 10

Both Wrong
Different
Words 15 17 10 10 14

Integration
Right
Normal
Wrong 22 10 13

Integra _on
Wrong
Normal
Right 10 8_ 6 13 8

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

_11

100%

Table 4

Mean Error Scores for Each Age Group by Type of Condition

Age N e of Condition

,Hi h Low Integration Normal

7 4 N 17 12 5 7

2 EMR 16 12 10

9 1 N 17 16 14 14

10 1 EMR 14 14 7 7

11 2 EMR 17 12 8 7

12 1 N 15 12 5

13 1 EHR 13 7 2
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Figuise 1
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Chapter Vi

Project CATTS I

R ASSISTED TEACHER TRAiNING SYSTEM

Melvyn I. Senunel

Center for Research on Language and Language Behavior
and

School of Education
The University of Michigan

Early stages in the development oi a computer-assisted teacher
training system (CATTS) for special educators are reviewed it five
sections. Part I discusses the problem of existing systems of class-
room analysis--i.e., delayed feedback ana the tedium of coding, sum-
marizing,and analyzing verbal interaction data. Part II discusses
the philosophical rationale and cybernetic model guiding the devel-
opment of CATTS. The three components of the system are outlined
and the initial computer prototype program is discussed. Part III
offers a brief overview of the initial pilot demonstration study
with CATTS. Photographs illustrate the different facets of the
system in operation and the cathode ray tube (CRT) cumulative
functions used as feedback information to the instructor in the
pilot demonstration. Part IV presents a descripion and prelimi-
nary evaluation of four visual display programs developed for CATTS.
Part V consists of a preliminary review of the literature on the
problem of training special educators, on existing systems for the
analysis of classroom behavior, and on the role of feedback
variables in teacher training.

A though teacher training programs generally lack specificity about their

behavioral objectives and procedures, there seems to be an agreed hierarchy

of emphasis on what is deemed important in the training of teachers. Such

variables as amount and nature of practicum experiences figure prominently--

probably because direct contact is thought more valuable to students than

vicarious lectures and discussions about teaching. However, simply providtng,

opportunity to observe in an appropriate practicum setting does not assure

the growth of trainees' teaching skill any more than does lecture or discussion

in a universiy methods course.

Programs differ considerably in ti;e nature and amount of structure

Offered to university trainees in practicum'environMents. Several models

are currently being utilized. At one extreme the trainee i- simply assigned to
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a "master" teacher, who assumes responsibility for training the apprentice

(e.g. Hielson, 1965; Olson & Hahn, 1964), usually to teach as he does, but

often to perform special..missions like working with specific children and

performing minor non-teaching tasks. At the other extreme is found systematic

university supervision of trainees in situ, followed by a supervisory conference

during which the supervisor's impressions are transmitted to the trainee, who

is expected to modify his behavior accordingly in a subsequent lesson e.g.,

Anderson & Little, 1968).

The latter model appears to be clearly superior to the former as a mean&

of achieving the goals of a university training program. However, closer

analysis of the supervisory process reveals that (a) the trainee often has

little information about the specific behaviors deemed important to the super-

visor, (b) the supervisor often has no systematic technique for focusing on

relevant teaching behaviors (he often relies on vague ad_ hoc impressions

and (c) there is frequently little relationship between one supervisory

conference and another.

As a perusal of the literature will show, very little attention, if any,

has been given to developing and demonstrating methods of teacher training

capable of eliminating the defects just described. Clearly there is a need

for observational systems which focus on the variables deemed most important

to the teacher _training program so as to_ produce teachers who act in accordance

with the philosophical orientatiens of the programs that train them. The need

exists quite independently of any question about the validity of such orients-

tioas. Training programs must fully specify what they posit as the most rele-

vant behavioral variables in teaching and then develop procedures to observe

and modify these behaviors systematically in the practicum classroom setting.

To do so obviously calls for the development of systematic classroom observa-

tion and feedback systems in teacher education.

pawbacks pfjp:ing_Systems_o_f_Teacherft'il Ifitetaction

Whereas the field of Special Education has produced relatively li -tie

research on systems of observation of classroom teacher-pupil interaction

variables, several categorical systems have been developed and tested by

educational psychologists interested primarily. in _regular classroom interactions.

These systems may be envisaged in terms of tWo related characte istics:
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(a) the nature and type of content categor zed, and (b) the method used to make

observations, code behavior, summarize and analyze data, and feed information

back to the trainee.

Investigators have attempted to classify verbal interaction of teachers

and pupils into di ferent content categories. For example Flanders (1964)

at he University of Michigan has developed a system based on categories of

teacher and pupil talk; Bellack's (1966) extensive system focuses on the nature

of teacher-pupil interacting strategies in the classroom, while Calla her's

(1965) focuses on cogni:ive behaviors modeled after Guilford's paradigm for

the structure of the intellect. Still other categorical systems have been

presented which isolate what is thought to be "relevant" teacher-pupi behavior

(see Medley & Mitzel, 1963)

The heterogeneity of the content categorized by these systems may be more

apparent than real. If the criteria used to assign behaviors to categories

are closely'examined and stripped of the tec nical jargon peculiar to each

system, then they may overlap more than at first appears. In any case, the

intensive analysis of existing categorical systems should yield valuable

informa4on on what is considered relevant teaching behav or by a large number

of-researchers fram different fields of interest.

As regards the second feature of existing observation sy tems, a remark-
,

able commonality is found in the methods they use to collect analyze, and

feed b'ack information to teacher trainees. Apparently.all the systems are

descriptive, that is, they are designed and used 63 describeor summarize

the classroom interaction well after it has taken place. In.other words,

these approaches are esseiltially retrospective and have no effect on the

particular teacher-pupil interaction being observed at any given moment.

The procedures used in applying these systems in training situations

are essentially the same. The standard paradigm is displayed in Figure 1.

An observer sits in the classroom and records the on-going intiiactions in a

prescribed code; or the verbal interaction in the classroom pay be recorded

on magneti6 tape and later transcribed and coded to conform to the particular

system favored.

In.more advanced methods like the one developed by Flanders (1964)

observations are coded at regular'intervals and the entries aire.subsequently

summarized by the observer either in a matr x reflecting the sum of double

entry Markovian chains (e.g. , the number of i ems of behavior category X that
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category Y) or in terms of simple proportions of the behavior cate-

gories represented in the total corpus of verbal material coded. In any event

ouce the coded data are summarized and analyzed, the observer and the teacher

analyze the summarized information and establish goals for subsequent performance

see Figure 1).

Insert Figure 1 About Here

It can readily be seen that the systems just desrxibed are subject to

several limitations: the extensive encoding and decoding entails considerable

time and expense, and necessitates delay of feedback of relevant information

to ate trainee. To be sure, the new microteaching training technique utiliz

closed circuit television (Allen, 1967) somewhat reduces these problems; but

this technique does not appear to lend itself to immediate real-time feedback

in the classroom nor to permit a systematic analysis storage, and retrieval

procedure during teacher-training sessions.

Project CATTS seeks to correct such limitations by introducing the

following capabilities into the study of teacher-pupil interaction: (a) n-

stantaneous feedback of relevant information to the teacher, while he is

teaching, through a meaningful display located in the classroom; (b) the

reduction of the tedium associated with coding, summarizing, and analyzing

teacher-pupil interactions, and at the same time the provision for a permanent

record of coded behavior; and (c) rapid storage and retrieval of pupil-teacher

interaction variables for each trainee in the program.

Project CATTS' goal is, then, to develop a versatile and economical

computer-based teacher training system with the capabilities for providing

immediate visual feedback of data relevant to teacher-pupil interaction in a

classroom setting.

When CATTS is operational it should be applicable t- any training situation

in which:

1- the interaction of teachers and pupils is to be summarized or

.analyzed in terms of any system composed of behavior categories;

2. the summarized and analyzed data are to be fed back immediately to

the teacher in the classroom through a meaningful display;

the behavior, once coded, summarized and analyzed by compute

to be ins antaneously,stored for quick retrieval later.

74
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Work on CATTS is presently direc ed toward practical application in university

Special Education teacher training programs, in-service continuing education

programs for special te.achers in the schools, and all programs that train

personnel to direct and lead groups of children or adults.

Earlier work on the analysis of pupil-teacher interaction in the class-

room motivated the interest of the investigator and his associates at the

Center for Research on Language and Language Behavior (CRLLB) in the problem

of the systematic analysis and modification of teacher behavior. Two prelim-

inary studies made use of the Flanders' technique of interaction analysis to

determive what qualitative differences in verbal behavior exist among teachers

who teach different types of children. Semmel, Herzog, Kreider, and Charves

(1966) and Semmel, Herzog, and Jorgenson (1965) found interesting differences

between teacher-pupil interaction in classes for educable mentally retarded

(EMR) pupils as compared with classes for trainable mentally retarded (TMR)

and normal pupils. Teaching patteras in classes for TMR pupils varied with

teacher atatude scores on the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (Semmel,

Herzog, Kreider,& Charves, 1966).

Semmel and his graduate students subsequently undertook an extensive

demonstration-research project designed to determine the effects of feedback

on teacher trainees who were systematically observed and evaluated during

15 half-hour practicum teaching lessons. Trainees were taught to use the

modified version of the Bellack system of analysis to evaluate their perform

ance on magnetic tape recordings of the sequence of lessons which they taught;

supervisors were trained to feed back corrective information to individual

trainees and' to suggest Specific teaching styles according to-the amount and

quality of teacher talk'in the classroom. This pilot work, which is still

being evaluated, served as one of the precipitants for the development of CATTS.

It rapidly became evident that the only vehicle with the potential f r

satisfying the requirement of immediate feedback to trainees in the classroom

while eliminating the tedium of coding, summarizing, and analyzing observa-

tional data was a cotputerassisted system. Progress toward developing CATTS

has been the-work of a .team of researchers from CRILB, presently comprising

the principal investigator (Dr. Semmel), four advanced graduate assistants

specializing in the doctoral program in Mental Retardation with an emphasis

on Teacher-Training at the University of Michigan, a computer programer and

systems analyst (T. Rand) and an electronics specialist (J. Olson
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The team set Itself three preliminary goals: to review literature

relevant to CATTS, (b) to develop specifications for the hard and software

for CATTS, and (c) to simulate a prototype CATTS with the help of existing

CRLLB facilities and equipment. The present report traces the progress made

toward achieving these preliminary objectives.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROTOTYPE CATTS

Mel _n I. Semmel

In their work, al2217122_tis_EIII!sApiq! of Learning and: Educational Design,

published in 1966, Karl and Margaret Smith espouse an approadh to human learn-

ing based essentially on the findings of early researchers in human engineering.

The Smiths argue convincinglv for a cybernetic interpretation of behavior--one

quite different from conventional theories of learning. The cybernetic approach

is a "general theory of behavior organization which...views the individual as a

feedback system which generates. its own activities in order to detect and control

specific stimulus characteristics of the environment." CATTS is ::onceptualized

as a closed-loop cybernetic system characterized by immediate feedback of rele-

vant teacher-pupil interaction data to the teacher so that modification of

behavior can be realized through regulatory teadhing moves in accordance with

a pre-determined strategy so as to create the desired classroom environment.

The major goal guiding the development of CATTS is to furnish the trainee with

relevant information concerning the state of classroom verbal interaction so

that regulatory behavior can be initiated toward establishing a desired class-

room learning environment.

The Components of CATTSProtot.:0.e.J.

Figures 2 and 3 present the schematic diagram of the closed-loop prototype

CATTS developed by the CRLLB research team. The components of the system are

depicted as three interdependent stations: I. Teaching Station; II. Observa-

tion-Coding,Station; and III. Analysis Encoding Station.

Insert Figures 2 & 3 About Here

I. Teaching_Station. This component consists of a teacher or leader

and a class of pupils (or other type of group) with the cathode ray tube

(CRT) of an oscilloscope clearly visible to the teacher.

II. Observation-Coding Station. This component consists of an observer-

seated in front of a one-way-vision mirror located between Stations t And II.

The observer operates a coding device consisting at present of eight or ten

buttons (e.g. , four teacher behavior buttons and four pupil behavior buttons

The observer uses any one of several coding systems to press the appropriate

buttoni corresponding to categories of teacher-pupil behavior within the system

-73-
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Ii

glIrm=-

Observat=on

Coding Input

Computer Analys

Teacher Talk

T
1

Visual Display
(Output--Feedback)

Prin out

1. Thaching Station

II. Observation-Coding Station

III. Analysis-Encoding Station

III

Figure 2 Schematic flow chart of CATT system.
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Teaching Station

Computer Station

fi

A = Teacher

2

-1
A-= Pupils-:-
B -= Observer
C = Coding Box
D = Computer
E = CRT
F = Teleprin er

Figure 3 schematic diagram of prese t physical arrangemen CATTS

stations.
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of behavior analysis being used. These coded signals are relayed to the

Analysis-Encoding Station.

III. Analysis7_Encoding Station. This component consists at present of

a PDP-4 digital computer and a hard-copy print-out source. Signals received

from Station II are processed instantaneously by the compu.er in accordance

with 1 predetermined program. Output consists of a visual display, on the.

CRT at Station I of-the behavior under observation--cumulative percentage

curves, for example--and a permanent hard-copy computer print-out at Station

Th- translation of the closed-loop cybernetic principle is thus achieved hy

using an observer-coder as the interface between the teacher and the computer.

Behavior observed in Station I is- coded _mmediately and relayed to the computer,

which carries out the prescribed analysis and feeds the results directly back

to the teacher in visual form. It is hypothesized that the teacher can monitor

his performance through CATTS and regulate hia behavior to conform to specific

behavioral objectives. It remains to be explored what use teachers can make of

such feedback. We believe that significant modifications in teaching behaviors

can be achieved through CATTS.

A time-line feedback display for providing visual information to trainees

was developed for the Prototype CATTS. The system and the feedback program

were piloteclin a demonstration study with an instructor of an introductory

course in Educational Psychology who volunteered to conduct hia class' in the

CRLLB laboratory.

Pilot Time-Line Feedback Program

The core of the apparatus is a small, general-purpose digital computer

(Dig tal Equipment Corporation's PDP-4) with 16 multiplexed analog-to-digital

inputs, 3 digital-to-analog outputs, and an 8-relay buffer. Eight push-button

switches and a voltage source were connected to eight of the A-D inputs (see

Figure 4) and one of the computer's relays was connected to a light in each of

the push buttons. o D-A outputs were connected to an x-y oscilloscope

(Tektronix type 503) for horizontal and vertical control. Finally, an

oscilloscope camera (Tektronix C-12) was available for taking pictures of

the scope display. With thie configuration of equipment the computer could

sense buttons pressed by the observer, could signal the observer by turning

on the lights and could place a display on the oscilloseope.

-76-
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The computer program, written in PDP-4 Assembly Language, consists of an

executive routine that services three subroutines: (a) an A-D routine that

looks for buttons being pressed and records them; (b) a display routine that

plots the current output data onto the oscilloscope screen and :(c) a print-

out routine that produces a hard copy of the output data on the computer's

teleprinter. The executive routine also handles various timing and counting

operations.

When the system is in operation .and the program started, every button

press increments one ~c ei-ht counters (in the computer's memory) thereby

iceeping a running total ofhowJriany times each button has been pressed since

the beginning of the current 15 min. Period. Every 10 sec. , two comp-atations

are performed: (a) the number of times that buttons 1 and 2 have been pressed

is divided by the current total for buttons 1 through 4, and this quotient is

multiplied by 100 to create a.percentage; (b) the correspondine Operation is

performed to determine the percentage of presses _f the first four buttons out

of all eight.

These two percentage figures are added storage vectors containing all

such cemputed numbers since the s art of the eperImerit. In addition, these
fi

numbers (and the time lapse since the start of the session ) are printed on the

computer's teleprinter every 10.sec. (printing a line takes roughly 4 sec.)

The storage vectors containing the accumulated percentages are made available

to the display routine, which continually plots as many values on the oscillo-

scope as' the vectors may contain.

addition to this ongoing process, the contents of all eight button

.coun ers are stored once a minute in another vector to be printed at the end

of the sesSion.

WheileVer 3-sec. interval of time elapses without button presses, the

cbmputer turns on the observer's button lights. These lights are extingUished

Wien a button is pressed (see Figure 4)

Insert Figure 4 About Here

-77-
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Project CATTS III

INITIAL PILOT DEMONSTRATION STUDY USING CATTS

Melvyn I. Semmel, J Kreider, J. Sch itt, H. Van Every, and P. Weaver

Procedure

An attempt was made to explore the feasibility of CATTS as a teacher-

training device. The initial study was designed to uncover unanticipated

problems with the system and to elicit subjective reactions of participants

in the pilot demonstration. No attempt was made to evaluate the effects of

the system on teadher behavior.

The instructor participating in the initial pilot demonstration study

with CATTS was a graduate teaching fellow leading an educational psychology

class for undergraduates at the University of Michigan. The class, composed
"-

of nine undergraduate students at the junior level, was led by the instructor

in an informal group sensitivity training session.

Bellack's system of "Content Analysis" was used to record the verbal in-

teraction which took place between the instructor and students in the class.

Bellack defines four basic types of pedagogical moves to describe such inter-

actions: (1) structuring, (2) soliciting, (3) responding, and (4) reacting.

Two of the pedagogical moves, structuring and soliciting, are described

by Bellack as iiiiljAaa moves. Structuring moves are defined as "setting

the context for subsequent behavior by (a) launching or halting excluding in-

teractions between teacher and pupils, and (b) indicatlitg the nature of the

'interaction in terms of the dimensions time, agent, activity, topic and cog-

nitive process, regulations, reasons, and instructional aids" (Bellack,

Kliebard, Hyman, & Smith, 19660 pp. 16-17). Soliciting moves are described

as "intended to elicit (a) an active verbal response on the part of persons

addressed; (b) a cognitive response, e.g., encouraging persons addressed to

attend to something; or (c) a physical response" (Bellack et al., 1966, p. 18).

TWo of the pedagogical moves, responding and reacting, are presented by

.Bellack as reflexive moves. "Responding moves bear a reciprocal relationship

to soliciting moves and occur_ only in relation to them. Their pedagogical

function is to fulfillthe expectation of soliciting moves and is, therefore,

reflexive:in nature". (Bellack et al. 1966, p. 18). Reacting move.s. are

"occasioned by structuring,.soliciting, responding, or a prior reacting move,

but are not directly elicited by them. Pedagogically, these moves serve to

-79-
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modify (by clarifying, synthesizing, or expanding) and/or to rate (posi ively or

negatively) what was said in the move(s) that occasioned them" (8ellack et al.,

1966, pp. 18-19).

CATTS Pro ram

A panel of eight buttons coded to accommodate Bellack system was used

with prototype CATTS. The four buttons on the upper half oe the coding panel

represented teacher moves in the class. One button was assigned to each of

Bellack's four pedagogical move categories. The buttons on the lower half of

the coding panel were used for student moves in the class with each button

assigned to one of the four pupil move categories.

The coded information from the pdnel button presses was fed to a PDP-4

computer programmed to operate a CRT display in the classroom. TWo functions

appeared on the feedback display: the upper function plotted the percentage

of teacher moves within the total moves made in the class; the low er function

plotted the percentage of reflexive teacher moves within the total teacher

moves. Both the upper and the lower functions were divided into two 15-min.

segments and summed the cumulative percentage over time for each of the two

15-min. periods. Thus, the CRT display presented feedback information to the

instructor across a 30-min period in two 15-min. segments.

The demonstration consisted of tLsree time periods--two 15-min. segments

per period. Baseline behavior was obtained daring Period I (first 30 mins.)

on the percentage of teacher moves within the total number of moves in the

classroom and on the percentage of reflexive moves within the total teacher

moves. The-teadher redOved no information from the scope during Period I.

Following the first period, the teacher and experimenters met to discuss

the previous session. The Bellack system was explained to the teacher, who

was also informed of his performance on the two variables tracked. The

cumulative functions derived from Period I were reviewed (see Figure 11,

Photo A).

The teacher was directed to decrease his reflexive moves. He was in-

formed that the cumulative function of such moves could be observed on the

lower portion of the CRT. He then re-entered the classroom and proceeded to

teach (Period II) with the scope visible in the classroom.

At the termination of Period II, the teacher again reviewed photographs

of his performance during the two periods. He was asked to maintain the

achieved level of reflexive moves during Period III.
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Segment 2 of the third period was discontinued after 3 min. because several

members of the class had to leave. Hence, Period III yielded data for 18 min.

as compared to 30 min. each for the first and second periods.

Figures 5 through 11 present photographs of the different facets of the

initial demonstration with the prototype CATTS. Figure 11 presents the cumula-

tive time-line functions for the three periods of the demonstration.

Insert Figures 5 - 11 About Here

Com-uter Printout

The computer was programmed to print out data sheets containing both per-

centage and frequency information for consecutive 10-sec. intervals. Here

follows a sample of the percentage data in the printout for 1 min.

10s* 80 25
20s 80 18
30s 79 21

1/4 40s 73 31
1M 50s 72 33
2M 00s 66. 33

*M indicates min. - s indicates sec

During the tine interval from 1 min. to. 1 min. 10 sec. -he percentage

of :teacher talk to total talk was 80%; the percentage of teacher reflexive

moves to total teacher moves was 25%. At 2 min. 0 sec. the cumulative per-

centage of teacher talk to total talk was 66% and the cumulative percentage

of teaCher reflexive moves to total teacher moves was 33%. The percenL ges

are calculated every 10 spc. for the total amount of information fed into

the .computer since the start of the period.. At the end of every minute the

cumulative percentages are offset on the printout to enable quick observation.

.The following-is a sample of the frequency data from the computer printout

one. 15-min. interval:

Button # 15M Total

1 14 (Teacher responding move)
2 47 -(Teacher reacting move).
3 32 .(TeacherstructUring move)
4 14 (Teacher soliciting.move)
5 31 (Pupil responding- move)
6 28 .(Pupil reacting move).
7 43 (Pupil st-ructuring.Move)
8 13 aoliciting. move)

TEE lotal moves '.during 15-min. -nte
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COMPUTER

SUPERVISOR

OSC LOSCOPE

Figure 5. A flow diagram of the model utilized for the pilot

-demonst_ation of CATTS'.
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CODER

SCI LLOSCOPE

Figure 6. Station I of the CATTS system (Teaching Station) showing the

instructor and students with the CRT feedback display. No visual feedback was

given during Period I of the demonstration study.
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TEACHER

PRINT OSCILLOSCOPE

SUPERVISOR

Figure 7. Station 11 (Obse a n-Coding Sta on ) showing the ob erve

coder and the one-way-vi ion mirror.
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OSCILLOSCOPE

Figure 8. Station II-III (Analysis-Encoding Station ) showing the PDP-4

computer and the high speed teleprinter.
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CLASS

Figure 9. Experimenter and instructor reviewing baseline performance

(Period I) and establIshing behavioral goals for Period 11.
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PRINTOUT

SUPERVISOR

OSCILLOSCOPE

Figure 10. Teacher observing CRT for visual feedback during Periods II

and III of the demonstration.
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TIKE

Photo B (Period II)

Shows the Vdo functions for Period II

(second 30 min. teaching period).

Note the reduction of reflexive

moves from Period I 'n Photo A to

Period II in Photo B.

z

30

Figure 11. Polaroid phot g aphs of ti e-line functions for the three

periods covered by the de onstration6

L-

100

Photo A (Period I)

Shows baseline performance of per-

centage of teacher moves (upper

function) and percentage of teacher

moves categorized as reflexive

(bottom function).

3-0

Photo C (Period III)

Shows the cumulative functIons for the final

period during which time the inStructor was

asked te Maintain the level of reflexive

moves achieved during Period II. Note that

no data are recorded for the last 12 min. of

the final segMent becauSe the class vas dis-

missed at the end of 18 min. of Period III.
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Discussion

The initial use of CATTS in a classroom situation suggested directions for

future development and study. It was determined that a teacher could use con-

tinuous feedback within a classroom setting with minimal interference to hie

verbal teaching behavior. With very little introduction to CATTS, the teacher

could apparently decode the information presented on the CRT and decode the

types of behavior represented by this form of abstraction.

Our observations suggest that the cumulative curve was not ufticIently

responsive in reflecting rapid modifications of the interactions in the class-

room. The growing number of entries in the cumulative function render the

curve less and less responsive to alteration by a single entry. In consequence,

the visual feedback used in the demonstration proved sensitive t changes.in the

classroom only at the beginning of a session. If visual feedback is to be

utilized.in the CATTS system, then other types of displays and their effects

on teacher behavior must be developed and assessed.

,It was noted that the number of observing responses by the instructor was

relatively low. However, he did claim to have used the scope for information

post hi- success in modifying his behavior. Since an observer cannot be sure

Whether a teacher is observing the scope or merely gazing in its direction, a

teacher call-up system may be necessary. The teacher might be required to press

4 button to illuminate the CRT display. The computer could record the time and

number of the button presses and so provide an accurate record of the teacher's

requests for feedback. In this way the relation between the teacher's requests

and actual changes in behavior might be determined.

The instructor participating in the rilot study expressid considerable

interest in the abstract representation of his classroom behavior that CATTS

provided. An interview with hiril r_wealed that he felt comfortable in the

situation and had many questions about other aspects of his teaching behavi

which he was interested in tracking and modifying.

A system such as CATTS, which allows a teacher to focus ion his classroom

behavior, may well have promise in modifying these complex pedagogical moves.

It must be emphasized however, that in this initial demonstration no attempt

was made to determine systematically or objectively the effects of CATTS on

teacher behavior. The initial work reported here was directed toward deter

mining the feasib lity of utilizing CATTS in teacher training--to uncover un-

expected problems and to derive suggestions for further developmental work.

Pending such further work (e.g. , development of hard-and softwear ) rigorous

experimentation directed toward establishing the geneial efficacy of the system

must be deferred. Improvements in the system are evolving from experience with
4it, and will be reported in subsequent publications
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SCOPE DISPLAYS DEVELOPED FOR CATTS

Melvyn I. Semmel, Tim Rand and Jerry Olson

There are currently four displays being tested for use with CATTS. Each

presents information on two variables of classroom interaction. The scope is

divided into two graphs. The upper graph is reserved primarily for quantita-

tive information, i.e. , the amount of teacher talk within total classroom

occurrences. The lower graph is reserved for a more qualitative display, i.e.,

the amount of teacher praise and use of student ideas within total teacher talk.

The ordinates of the graphs represent percentage points from 0 to 100,

the abscissae represent time. Sirce the length of the program is optional up

to a limit of 50 min., the displays may represent lessons of varying length.

In an effort to compare displays, a single interaction session has been used

to illustrate the various display programs.

Display 1: The .cumulative percentage function (CPF). In this display a

curve is formed on the scope by entering a mean percentage point of all

tallies up to that point every 10 sec.

An advantage of this display is that it gives a record of the teadher-s

total performance at any point in time for a particular interaction session.

A major drawback is that with a growing number of entries, the function

becomes less-responsive to any one particular entry. As a result, it is

increasingly difficult for the teacher to effect a change in the plotted

function toward the end of a session. For ex:amp e, in the session used for

illustration, the cumulative mean percentage of teacher talk (top function)

increased only eight percentage points during the last 7 min. of the class,

although the teacher was observed to have --lked constantly during this time

period.

Dis la-

=

Insert Display 1 About Here

e movin indo ercenta unction This display

was designed to make the CPF more responsive to short-term immediate changes

during a session. For this curve, an entry is made on the scope approximately

every 10 sec. However, the entry represents the mean of the previous 60

tallies for that particular graph. (Time and number of tallies are choice points

in the program: The experimenter may specify N tallies or X amount of ti
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For all of the displays presented here the coding system employed was

Interaction Analysis, which requires a tally every 3 sec. Therefore, the Choice

of 60 tallies for Display 2 entailed a -min. time period. If another coding

system were used, the relation between time and number of tallies would change.

Since the same lesson was entered for all of the display illustrations,

a comparison of the displays on the same information is possible. The more

dramatic responsiveness of the MWPF to a decrease in teacher talk (toward the

middle of the lesson in the illustration ) might have a different effect on the

teacher reCeiving feedback than the more conservative changes of the CPF. The

drop in teacher talk seemed to be associated with a rise in the teacher use of

praise and student ideas in the illustration session, a result that is not so

readily observable in the CPF display of the same data.

Insert Display 2 About Here

Displays 3 and 4:ArmREnatick)ntoaoaL In these displays every 20

tallies are summed by the computer and a mean of those tallies is entered on

the scope. Also on the scope is a line representing a goal for the level of

the variable being recorded.

Display_3: Stationary goal (AG- For illustrat on of this display, the

top graph has a "goal" line plotted at the 60% level. This level is optional

in the program; it was selected here only for demonstration purposes.

The AG-S d splay differs from the others in its responsiveness to time.

It continues to make entries every 10 sec. at the level of the previous entry

until an additional 20 tallies are accumulated. Therefore, the length of the

line on the scope represents the amount of time it took to accumulate the

succeeding 20 tallies. When the 20 tallies accumulate, the mean of those

tallies is computed and entered at a new level on the scope. A numerical

representation of the level of the preceding 20 tallies is also presented.

Insert Displays 3 & 4'.About Here

Disla.(AG-G). The bottom graph also displays a
goal" line. However, this line represents an increasing percentage level

although it is a horizontal function on the CRT. In other words, the ordinate

of the graph varies in its percentage values depending on the point in time of

the entry on the scope. 96
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For all of the displays presented

Interaction Analysis which requires a

of 60 tallies for Display 2 entailed a

system were used, the relation between

Since the same lesson WAS entered

here the coding system employed was

tally every 3 sec. Therefore the choice

3-min. time period. If another coding

time and number of tallies would Change.

for all of the display illustrations,

a comparison of the displays on the same information is possible. The more

dramatic responsiveness of the MWPF to a decrease in teacher talk (toward the

middle of the lesson in the illustration) might have a different effect on the

teacher reCeiving feedback than the more conservative changes of the CPF. The

drop in teacher talk seemed to be associated with a rise in the teacher use of

praise and student ideas in the illustration session, a result that is not so

readily observable in the CPF display of the same data.

Insert Display 2 About Here

Displays 3 _aaiiii_ARREEsimation to a goal. In these displays every 20

tallies am summed by the computer and a mean of those tallies is entered on

the scope. Also on the scope is a line representing a goal for the level of

the variable being recorded.

1.21222y_. For Illustration of this display, the
top graph has a "goal" line plotted at the 60% level. This level is optional

in the program; it was selected here only for demonstration purposes.

The A0-.3 display differs from the others in its responsiveness to time.

It continues to make entries every 10 sec. at the level of the previous entry

until an additional 20 tallies are accumulated. Therefore, the length of the

line on the scope represents the amount of time it took to accumulate the

succeeding 20 tallies. When the 20 tallies accumulate, the mean of those

tallies is computed and entered at a new level on the scope. A numerical

representation of the level of the p eceding 20 tallies is also presented.

Insert Displays 3 & 4 .About Here

Ilts_p_11,y2LLS. The bottom graph also displays a
"goal",line. However, this line represents an inereasing percentage level

although it is a horizontal function on the CRT. In other words, the ordinate

-of the graph varies in its percentage values depending on the point in tine of

the entry on the scope.

97
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Display 1: The cumulative percentage funct on (CPF)

Displays 1 - 4. Program length (optional to 50 min.): 45 min.

Top Graph; Percentage of teacher Bottom Gra h: Percentage of
;

taik to total classroom occurrences, teacher use of praise and student

ideas to total teacher talk.

Oscilscope enters me-- peroenta e every 10 sec.
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Display 2: e moving wIndow percentage function (MWPF)



S emme

Display

(optional).

until 20 new

Display

0

3: Stationary Goal (AG-S). Top_Graph: Goal line equals 60%

20 tallies are accumulated and their mean entered every 10 sec.

tallies accumulate.

4: !Graduating Goal (AG-G). Bottom Graph: Goal line begins at

10% and increases over time to 100% (optional). 20 tallies are accumulated

and their mean entered n relation co the graduating goal every 10 sec. until

20 new tallies accumulate.

100
-94-
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in the illustration the "goal" line increases from 10% at the beginning

of the lesson to 100% at its end. The values set for this line are optional.

The teacher's performance on the use of praise and student ideas remained

fairly constant, with some increa9e toward the middle of the lesson. The

gradual rise of the preset criterion is reflected in the decreasing function

of the teacher's performance in relation to the goal line.

Displays 3 and 4 appear to be most useful for shaping behavior toward a

predetermined goal. Some degree of sophistication on the part of the trainee

may be necessary for their effective use. A perceptual disadvantage arises

when numerous changes in the level of behavior result in a "scattergram" on

the scope. The ensuing difficulty for interpreting the image at a glance may

limit the usefulness of Displays 3 and 4.

A version of the moving window might be practical in combination with

Display 4. . Instead of an entry every 10 sec. to represent the last 20 tallies

accumulated, an entry could be made every 10 sec. to represent the last 20

tallies available. The result would provide a picture of fluctuations around

the goal line and eliminate the dramatic changes in percentage level which

are characteristic of Display 4 in its present form.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE RELATED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF CATTS

M. I. Senmel, J. Schmitt, and H. Van Every

This preliminary review is divided into three sections corresponding to

the ma or facets of Project CATTS: (a) th c. problem of training special educators

(with emphasis on mental:re ardation) (b) the analysis of existing analytical

systens of classroom teacher-pupil interaction, and (c) the role of feedback

variables in teacher trainirig,

A. The Problem of Training_Special _Educators.

Critics of teadher education contend that too much emphasis is being placed

on dispensing information and unrelated theory (Bruner, 1963; Heathem, 1964)

While research in the preparation of teachers has increased (Gage, 1963), more

attention must be directed toward the teacher's activities in the classroom

(Anderson & Junka, 1963; Warburton, 1962). Teacher education should be orga-

nized around operational definitiOns of training objectives and the teacher-

learning process (Heathers, 1964).

The level of scientific rigor of research in any field is often related

to the level of previous research in that field. Research on teacher prepara-

tion in special education prior to the mid-1950's was indeed wanting -Cruickshank,

1965). Between1959 and 1965 the work reported seemed to be primarily at the

stage of early development. Special education lagged behind the general field

of education in the output of empirical researdh, or teacher education (Cain,

1964) Blatt-s (1966) survey of the literature yielded no experimental studies

and few investigations,of any kind that could be classified as systematic

research. The few descriptive studies completed were of the opinionnaire-

questionnaire sort.-

le P e a-ation of Teachers of the Retarded
a

Some problems encountered by teachers of the retarded were demonstrated

In a'study of the teaching of reading by Mullen and Itkin (1961). They indi-
F

eated that teachers of the,retarded need a more adequate preparation than

they are getting. Moreover, teachers themselves have felt .their lack of

training (Cain & Levine, 1961; Mackie, Dunn, & Cain, 1960). Sparks and

Blackman (1965) suggested as.a topic f investigation the hypothesis that

special prepara-ion results in a special approach to teaching the retarded
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child. Teachers of the retarded tended to restrict their interests in tea hi.ng

methods to those applicable for the retarded (Nackie, Dunn, & Cain, 1950).

Teachers need inter-disciplinary training with emphasis on broad concepts

rather than on specializations (Cain, 1964). Heber (1963), citing recommenda-

tions of a ne_ional conference on standards for the preparation of teachers

of the retarded, emphasized the need for more training in the biological and

behavioral sciences. Both Cain and Heber suggested that teacher candidates

need direct contact with children while training.

According to Fliegler (1966), the preparation of personnel in mental re-

tardation is in a heightened state of flux: innumerable pressures from diverse

areas of our society are demanding more qualified teachers; yet not only are

we faced with a shortage of teacher-candidates of suitable qualiiy but we also

have limited knowledge of how best to educate a teacher.

Blatt (1964), who discussed the inadequgcy of present teacher-preparation

systems, maintained that teacher-preparation programs had to include sustained

intellectual discipline, with substantial work in the behavioral and social

sciences, all this associated with a process of continuous self-evaluation.

Blatt took issue with the notion that highly complex classroom interactions

could be usefully measured and suggested an alternative strategy--measuring

the simplest interaction. Ideally, the more control exercised over the environ-

ment the more accurate the measurement would be. The measurement of teachers'

interactions with children should be more concerned with their "doing behavior

than with their "internal" behavior. Since it is difficult to measure what a

teacher is feeling or thinking, we must concern ourselves with his performance.

In the last analysis, the overt behavior of teachers with children constitutes

the only meaningful interactions we have to record.

For Gallagher (1967) the key to teaeler preparation is in the demonstration

to the teacher of how to interact meaningfully with the learner. This prepara-

tion must be mastered through observation, practice, and the provision of

sufficient feedback about his performance to allow the teacher to analyze his

behavior and to modify it systematically.

Olson and Hahn (1964) described and analyzed a special approach to pre-

paring teachers of the mentally retarded. They recommended that undergraduace

candidates have the following experiences: (a) a sound general education, with

emphasis on the behavioral sciences, (b) early exposure to the field of special

education, ) instruction in curriculum and teaching methods and (d) the
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opportunity to observe excellence in teaching. They assigned particular

emphasis to observation and practice teaching. Directed observation of

excellent teachers in action should be followed by a seminar in which the

professor and the student jointly evaluate what was observed. These demon-

strations might take place in public school classrooms, in university demon-

stration classes, and under certain conditions, in university classrooms

where the curriculum methods course was taught. During the last phase of

teacher preparation students should be assigned to full-time student teaching

with provision for weekly seminars concentrating on problems encountered

during the teaching day.

According to Fuchigami (1967), a critical problem in teacher education

programs is the employment of adequately trained critic teachers. His solution:

a university course to train critic teachers for supervisoryroles in the area

of mental retardation.

Shane and Shane (1967) proposed an extensive in-service training program

involving the use of a model demonstration-observation classroom and the estab-

lishment of an extension course through a university or college.

Fouracre (1966) addressed himself to deficiencies and suggested improve-

ments in.the practicum for student teachers of the MR. He found these defi-

ciencies in present teaching programs: (a) the students are assigned to a

classroom where the program is planned by the cooperating teacher, (b) the

students have limited classroom responsibility, (c) the students are permitted

to read case records before entering the classroom, (d) the coordinator has

little control over the student teacher, and (e) the college supervisor's

visits are brief and conducted without knowledge of the student's lesson plan.

to Fouracre, a desirable practicum should include: (a) close coopera-

tion between the college and the participating school, (b) a competent cooper-

ating teadher, (c) adequate college supervision of the practicuu, (d) a college

supervisor selected on the basis of a successful background of classroom manage-

ment use of teaching methods and materials, and curriculum development. The

supervisor should be appointed and paid jointly by the college

participating school.

Teachers of the trainable mentally re arded (TMR ). A number of sources

have listed the components'of a TMR teacher-preparation program (Cain &

Levine, 196 Connor & Goldberg, 1960; Council for Exceptional Children, 1966;

Heber, 1963 Wolinsky, 1959) olinsky (1959) analyzed aspects of a teacher

d the

104
-98-
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education program for those preparing to work with the trainable child. She

recommended three areas of study to be incorporated into any such program:

(a) an adequate foundation in developmental psychology, including emphasis on

laboratory experiences and the case-study approach, (b) acquaintance with

basic skills and insights of other disciplines concerned with atypical children,

(c) wareness of basic principles of counseling and interviewing. Of particular

interest is the preliminary report to the Professional Standards Committee of

the Council for Exceptional Children, in which preparation of teachers of the

TMR was considered separately from that of teachers of the educable mentally

retarded (EMR). Areas requiring intensive attention for teachers of the TMR

were these: (a) cognitive growth, perception, and sensorimotor development

(b) research and evaluative skills, (c) language development, -e0 concepts

of leisure time, (e) occupational education, (f) counseling of parents, and

(g) the role of the teacher as an eliciting stimulus.

Lance (1968) reported a pilot program under development at California

State College at Fullerton to prepare teachers of the T. The program

includes a one-semester seminar and practicum course to precede student

teadhing. During this seminar and practicum, the student spends three hours

a week in seminar and nine hours in practicum, all under the supervision of

a college faculty member. The seminar and practicum repLaces a separate course

in curriculum and methods and attempts to cover the same material in a more

in egrated and meaningful fashion.

Teacher_couetency. Conant (1963), Keppel (1961) and Sarason, Davidson

and Blatt (1962) agree that to improve teadhing competency, professional

education should intervene once the student has gained a firm footing in

general edudation and in content areas. However, they disagree on when pro-

fessional education should be initiated and how general competency is best

attained. For some (Keppel, 1961; Sarason et al., 1962), professional

education ihould come in the last year of a five-year program; according to

Conant (1963), however, teadhers can be prepared in four years. The five-

year work-study plan proposed by Trump (1958) and use of undergraduate seminars

(Sarason et al., 1962) reflects the current emphasis on practical experience

for potential teachers.

Many organizational plans have been developed that have implicaAons for

the preparation of teachers (Hillson, 1965). Team teaching appears to be

receiving considerable attention in institutions of higher education (Shaplin
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& Olds, 1964) as is the clinical approach (Schwartz, 1967a, 1967b; Smith, 1968).

Schwartz (1967a) described an integrated teacher education program designed to

prepare teachers for the education of exceptional children. He favors integrating

the five traditionally separate training areas in special education into one

curriculum, on the principle that every teacher must be a diagnostician who

teaches each child at his own level, makes use of the child's capabilities,

and ignores the formal etiological classifications.

Iaracteristics ecial education teachers. Although many studies hame
_

reported the characteristics of regular class teachers, there is a lack of

empirical in ormation about the characteristics of effective special education

teachers and about the predictors of effective teaching of the mentally or

physically handicapped. The frequently quoted study reported by Mackie,

Williams- and Dunn (1967) is no exception to this generalization.

To identify and quantify the traits which contribute to successful student

teaching of mentally and physically handicapped Children, Meisgeier (1965) in-

vestigated five dimensions of human behavior. Three characteristic patterns

emerged: The successful student teachers (a) were well-adjusted, emotionally

stable, and able to cope with difficult special class situations, (b) they

possessed physical energy, vitality, and enthusiasm necessary to meet special

classroom demands, and (c) they obtained high scores on measures of scholastic

achievement and Ability.

Willman (1966) investigated the significant differences between special

education and elementary teachers on the Edwards Personal Pre erence Schedule,

The innesota Teacher Attitude Inventory, the Study of Values, and a biographical

data sheet. Differences in basic needs, attitudes, and interests were anticipated

in the light of Murray's (1938) contention that differences in desired goals are

the result of differences in basic needs. The results revealed relatively large

differences in the basic needs, attitudes and interests of prospective special

edvcaltion and of elementary teachers. However, relatively small differences

were found am-Ong education majors in the various areas (e.g., mental retardation,

emotional disturbance) of special education.

Several studies (Cawley, 1964; Garrison & Scott, 1961; Jones & Gott ried,

1964; 1966; Philippus, 1961; Roberts, 1962) have described the personality

characteristics of teachers or prospective teachers of exceptional children.

Gottfried and Jones (1964) explored some of the underlying factors in the

choice of a career in special education. Using a questionnaire technique,
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they collected information about previous contact with handicapped persons,

(b) data of career choice, and (c) reasons for entering the field. Analysis of

the data showed that approximately 40% of the respondents had hdd

erience with handicapped individuals. Most of the respondents

deciding on a special education career in the senior year of high

freshman year of college. The most frequently stated reasons for

some prior

reported

school or

entering

the field were previous contact with handicapped Children, a desire to help

others, and the challenge of the work.

In a later study, Jones and Gottfried (1966) investigated the personality

and motivational characteristics not only of teachers employed or expressing

interest in teaching various types of exceptional children but also of prospec-

tive elementary and special education teachers. Besides completing one of two

standardized tests (The Edwards Personal Preference Schedule or the Teachers

Preference .edule) each subject ranked his preference for teaching 12

different types of exceptional children. The results suggested that preferences

for teaChing various types of exceptional Children are related to.specific

psychological needs and gratifications.

Philippus (1961) investigated the values,and interest patterns of student

teachers in elementary, secondary, and special education at the University of

Denver. Significant differences were found between the special education and

elementary education students. The special education group scored highest on

the biological science, persuasive, linguistic, and humanitarian scales of the

Thurstone Interest Invento- on the debonair sexual and general uninhibitedness

scale of the IPAT FlumorTest,and on the religious scale of the Study_of Values.

Roberts (1962) compared the needs, interests, and values of elementary,

secondary, and special education teadhers on the Edwards_Perspnal Preference

_Schedule, Thurstene interest jnyento-- and the Study of Values. Special

education teachers scored relatively high on nurturance needs and computational

interests- and .relatively low on linguistic interests and political values.

Although Philippus (1961) and Roberts (1962) used some different instru-

ments, their findings point to differences between the prospective and

experienced special education teachers; certain personality Characteristics

may be acquired after an individual begins teaching.

An important limitation of most teacher dharacteristics studies, not

found in those reported by Philippus (1961), Roberts (1962), and Willman (1966)

is that investigators generally failed to test teachers of non-exceptional

7
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children or persons employed in other occupations. Thus, while a given con-

stellation of traits may be seen as characteristic of teachers of a given type

of exceptional child, the traits may in reality differ little from those of

persons in a wide variety of seemingly diverse occupations.

According to Lord and Wallace (1949), the influence of friends and

relatives, as well as actual contact with exceptional Children, helped shape

the decision to become a special education teacher. These findings were con-

firmed by Gottfried and Jones (1964) and by Meyers (1964)- In all three studies

there was some evidence that preteaching experience is related to the decision

to teach exceptional children.

Several studies (Badt, 1957; Jones & Gottfried, 1962; Meyers, 1964) of

preferences for teaching exceptional Children reveal that certain teaching

specialties have greater attractiveness than do others--in particular, work

with the emotionally disturbed, the gifted, and the retarded.

In her study of the status of teachers of the mentally retarded, Rich (1960)

focused on the personal background of teachers. She found that 62% of her sample

preferred to teach the mentally retarded because the work seemed more challenging,

but 12.2% of the teachers would have preferred to teach in the elementary grades.

Reasons given by teachers for discontinuing their work with the mentally retarded

included: (a) a desire to return to regular classroom, (b) difficulty of the work,

(c) discouragement with the results obtained, and (d) lack of emotional stability.

Helier (1964) studied the relationship between certain background charac-

teristics of special education teachers and their decision to leave special

education. He found a significant relationship between the decision to leave

the field and a lack of previous experience with exceptional children. Teachers

leaving the field ranked the factors influencing their decision in the following

order: (a) lack of adequate supervision and administrative support, (b ) un-

desirable working conditions, (c) lack of adequate college preparation for

teaching, (d) lack of acceptance by fellow colleagues in education, (e) inability

to manage classroom, (0 lack of acceptance of special education by the community,

(g) family and personal reasons, (h) economic reasons, and (i) lack of stimulation.

Attitudes of college .students toward handicapped groups have also been

studied (Badt,'1957; Barker, 1953; Means, 1936; Mussen & Barker, 1944; Rusalem,

1950; Rusk & Taylor, 3S46). However, xesearch ,on the attitudes of special educa-

tion majors and experienced teachers as compared to those of elementary educa-

tion majors and experienced teachers is relatively exiguous. Semmel (1959)
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investigated teacher attitudes toward mental deficiency in relation to the amount

of information about the condition. As expected, the special education teachers

showed significantly greater knowledge of mental deficiency than did elementary

teachers. There were, however, no significant differences in attitudes between

the two groups.

Some data are presently available to aid the selection of candidates as

teachers of exceptional children. The Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory

has been used in a spreeping process (Condell & Tonn, 1965; Meisgeier, 1965).

Johnson (1964) developed a questionnaire that may help determine some of the

important variables of past experience with the handicapped as related to current

interest and possible success. Lance (1968) recommends Hudson's (1960) checklist

of teaching competencies of teachers of TMR children as a screening or evaluation

device.

The foregoing review suggests that critics of special-education teacher

education programs are correct in their assertion that little relevant researdh

has been conducted in this field. Systematic research on training teachers of the

mentally retarded is almost non-existent. In the following section of this paper,

research using analytical systems of classroom interaction is reviewed. These

systems and the research they motivate have direct relevance to the general

question of teacher training in special education.

B. Anacal. Systens of Classroom Interaction

This section of the review is organized in accordance with the focus of

various proposed systeus for analyzing classroom behavior. The two focal areas

in quesLion are: (a) cognitive processes, and (b) social-emotional climate.

Coggitive processes. Smith and Meux (1962) in one of the first studies

in this area, sought to determine what logical patterns, if any, were to be

found in teaching. They analyzed tapescripts from 85 class sessions of 17

high school teachers of four different subject matters in terms of two basic

units (episode and monologue). An episode was defined as one or more exchanges

which in the aggregate comprise a completed verbal transaction between two or

more speakers. The monologue consisted of the sole performance of a speaker

addressing the group. Episodes were found to contain opening, continuing, and

closing phases. They constructed 13 categories to analyze the opening phase

of episodes. Differences in logical operations are found from teacher to

teacher and from subject matter to subject matter.
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A multi-dimensional approach was developed by Medley and Mitzel (1963).

The authors criticized their awn observational scale (0ScAR) because it failed

to examine the cognitive aspect of classroom interaction, which they believed

to be more important than the social-emotional aspect.

Using Piaget's theoretical model, Taba, Levine, and Elzey (1964) construc ed

a classification system employing pedagogical function and level of thought as

its categories. The authors trained 20 elementary school teachers to use a

social skills curriculum and teaching strategies designed to develop cognitive

skills. They tape-recorded each class four times during the school year. Their

findings indicated that such pupil characteristics as IQ, social status, achieve-

ment in social studies, and reading comprehension were not correlated with the

level of thought expressed in the classroom discussion. Results confirmed the

hypothesis

capable of

turned out

operations

that with "good" teaching and a "good curriculum" slow learners were

abstract thinking. The manner in which the teacher asked questions

to be the most influential teaching act; it circumscribed'the mental

of the students.

Bellack, Hyman, Smith, and Kliebard (1965) studied the

through analysis of the linguistic behavior of teachers and

classroom. Wittgenstein's model of language games was used

teaching process

students in the

in analyzing the

cyclical patterns of pedagogical moves. The classification system devised

consisted of three dimensions: pedagogical moves structuring, soliciting,

reacting, and responding)- content moves, and emotional moves. Lieman (1966)

is using Bellack's system to study the one-to-one relationship of teachers and

pupils involved in homebound instruction.

The dimension of intellectual operations derived from Guilford's analysis

of the "structure of intellect" became the basis for GACS, the Gallagher-

Aschner Classification System (Gallagher, 1965). The five major categories of

this system differed from those of Guilf rd's model in that cognition and

memory were combined into one category,and a categou for

procedure was added. Each statement in

the following categories: (a) Routine,

Thinking, (d) Evaluative Thinking, and

in addition to tape recording the

room during each recorded session took

They noted, for example, such features

materials. In addition, they tried to

routine classroom

the classroom was assigned to one of

(b) Cognitive-Memory, (c) Convergent

(e) Divergent Thinking.

proceedings, two observers in the class-

extensive notes on the classroom activities.

as blackboard diagrams and written

identify the more obvious attitudinal
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dimensions of interaction bet een teacher and class, such as censure, praise,

frustration, and humor. Each transcribed classroom session was then classified,

unit by unit by trained judges working with the scoring manual developed for

1-li9 purpose. These codings were transferred to a flow dhart for more extensive

_Aalysis.

Gallagher (1965) used the GACS to study the verbal interaction of five

superior social stuAies, science, and English teachers and their intellectually

gifted high school students. He concluded that the teacher had the crucial

role of initiator and deterndner of the thought processes expressed in the

classroom. He is in a position to facilitate or inhibit the development of

effective productive thinking in his students. If the teacher's behavior is

so important for the intellectual development of gifted dhildren who are cap-

able of much independent learning, then it must be still more important for

the development of mentally retarded children who purportedly are less capable

of independent learning.

Aschner (1963) used the GACS to investigate the relationship between the

variables of IQ and class size on the one hand and, on the other, student

initiative, which was operationally defined in terms of specific secondary

categories. Gifted high school students exhibited significantly more initia-

tive than average and mentally retarded students; however, the mentally retarded

subjects produced more initiative units than the average students. Aschner

attributed this finding to the informal, comfortable atmosphere created by the

special-class teadher.

Using the GACS, Cawley and Chase (1966) compared the verbal interactions

of retarded children in special classes, retarded children in regular classes

and non-retarded dhildr n in regular classes. The results for all three types

of classes were similar. Of the total units produced, one-half were classified

as cognitive-memory, 80% as cognitive-memory and'routine combined, and less than
,

5% as evaluative aad divergent thinking.

Hinskoff (1967) used the GACS to examine the verbal interactirdn in MR

classroons characterized by Goldstein's knductive method of teadhing. She

found that teachers used more cognitive-memory questions than other question

types. Approximately equal amounts of convergent-thinking, divergent-thinking

and evaluative questions were used by the teadhers. Minskoff's prediction of

a high positive correlation between the thought process implied by a question

and the type of response produced by a student was supported. However, the
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predicted differences between the inductive teachers and a control group, when

measured on verbal interaction, were not confirmed.

David and Tinsley (1967) developed the Teacher Pupil Question inventory

(TPQI) which uses the questions asked by student teachers and their pupils to

determine the range of cognitive objectives manifest in secondary social

studies classrooms. The TPQ1 schedule requires a classroom observation of

30 min., divided into alternating 5-min. periods. At each instance of a

question asked by either the teacher or pupil, the observer decides the category

of the question and marks a tally in a space provided. Questions are judged by

their form and inferred intent as well as by the nature of the response

elicited and its reception by the pupil or teacher. The TPQ1 has nine cate-

gories, seven of them based on the Bloom taxonomy and the forfflulations of

Sanders (1966). The other two categories concern non-cognitive questions.

The results revealed that both teachers and pupils asked more "memory" questions

than all other questions combined. The next largest number of questions fell into

the "interpretatioe and "translation" categories. "Procedure" questions for both

teachers and pupils and "Ivaluation" questions for teachers came next in the

descending order of frequency.

Hudson (1960) investigated public day-school classes fol trainable mentally

retarded children in Tennessee in an attempt to provide more specific informa-

tion about the %ow" of teaching, as illustrated by the teaching techniques used,

d the "what" of teaching, as seen in the types of lessons taught. She identified:

(1) Forty-three teaching techniques and

(2) Seven a-priori" clusters:

(a) controlling individuals and group-

(b) getting the Children willing to start and continue working,

(c) building a sense of personal worth in the Children,

(d) structuring or guiding learning,

(e) encouraging cooperative interaction,

(f). providing for mind-set or attention,

(g) drawing from children--as opposed to pouring in--Verbal.

Hurley (1967) while developing a system for analyzing teadher-pupil verbal

interaction, reported several findings:

(1) In terms of the nuMber of words uttered, teachers did dbout 85% of

the talking.

(2) EMR children averaged less than one complete senienee per utte a ce

while the teacher produced more than two.
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(3 ) About 80% of the teacher's sentences were structurally complete,

whereas only about 20% of the children's sentences were.

(4 ) The children were seldom given the opportunity to use structurally

complete sentences nor were they asked to During recorded

sessions totalling 4 hrs. 24 mins. only 41 complete sentences were

uttered by the Children.

According to the normative tables provided by Johnson, Darley, and

SpriesterbaCh (1963), the level of the children's language was

roughly that of a five- or six-year-old.

The children's complete sentences were compared to an equal number

of randomly selected teacher sentences by means of an initial version

f the modified Shriner Length and Complexity Index (LCI) (Shriner,

n press ); teachers' sentences showed a wider range of complexity

than the chilAren

Social-emotional climate. The dimension of classroom interaction most

frequently studied has been the social-emotional climate (Medley & Mitzel,

1963). The forerunners of such studies were those by social psychologists

such as Bales (1951) who observed small group social interactions. Anderson's

(1939) studies on dondnative and integrative teaching patterns pioneered

social-emotional research in the classroom. Withall (1956) derived a climate

index to reflect the degree to which a teacher was learner-supportive

(integrative) or teadher-supportive (dominative).

Flanders (1961; 1963; 1964; 1965) has reported the most comprehensive

.program of investigation based on classroom observation. His Interaction

Analysis (IA) technique is composed of ten categories: Teacher (a) accepts

feeling, (b) praises or encourages, (c) accepts or uses ideas of students,

(d) asks questions, (e) lectures, (0 gives directions, (g) criticizes or

y'ustifies authority; Pupil (h) responds, (i) initiates, and classroom behavior

consists of (j) silence or confusion. In using IA, an observer decides, during

-sec. intervals, which category most appropriately describes the interaction

taking place in the classroom. The observer records the category numbers in

the sequence in which they occur, and so preserves the original order of

verbal events. For example, the sequence of tallies "4-8" means that the

teacher asked a question and a student responded.

The observer also notes the types of activity (e.g. , discussion, filling

out materials, etc.) the class formation, and the subject matter. Each time
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there is a shift in activity, formation, or subject matter, the observer notes

the changes and continues tallying.

At the end of an observation period the frequency of tallies in each

category can be counted and the percent occurrences of each behavior category

determined. For example, during a science discussion a teacher might praise

1% of the time, lecture 30% of the time, and ask questions 12% of the time.

Since the order of verbal behavior is preserved in the tallying, it is
fi

also possible to determine how often one category follows another. For example,

a teacher might praise student's initiation 5% of the time that it occurs and

praise students' response 20% of the time. Comparing behavior during two sets

of observations, when the objectives may be different can lead to some useful

inferences about the nature and causes of changes in teacher and pupil behavior.

The data may also be used for feedback to teachers.

Semmel, Herzog, Kreider and Charves (1967) used Flanders' IA technique to

compare two groups of seven TMR classrooms. The sample was selected from a

population of 87 TMR classrooms on the basis of high and low teacher scores

on the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (MTAI). High MTAI teachers used

more questions and had more student response. Low MTAI teachers used more

lecture and criticism and had more student-initiated talk.

Semmel, Herzog, and Jorgenson (1965) used the IA system to compare classes

for the educable mentally retarded (EMR) and normal elementary school children.

Five elementary and five intermediate special classes were chosen, together

with regular classes of normal students of the same chronological ages. Differ-

ences in both the amount and nature of teacher talk in the two types of classes

were found.

Fine, Allen, and Medvene (1967 ) measured the verbal interaction patterns

JAI regular and special classrooms (EMR) according to the code of the Verbal

Interaction Category System (Amidon & Hunter, undated). The null hypothesis,

that interaction patterns would not differ between EMR classes and regular

classes matched on chronological age, mental age, and social class, obtained

support from the correlational data. Worth noting, however, are the relatively

less extended teacher talking and the relatively greater pupil-initiated pupil-

to-pupil and pupil-to-teacher interactions found in the EMR classrooms.

Hughes (1962), analyzing three 30-min. tapes from 41 elementary teachers,

found that teachers demonstrated different patterns in teaching and that the

differences affect the learning of children. In his study he used the
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University Revision of the Provo Code for the Analysis of Teaching. It contains

33 functions that teachers perform in the classroom in interaction with children.

Seven major categories are identified: (a) controlling functions, (b) imposition

of teacher, (c) facilitating functions, (d) functions that develop content,

(e ) functions that serve as response, (f) functions of positive effectivity,

(g ) functions of negative effectivity.

Perkins (1964) constructed two instruments, Student Categories and Teadher

Categories, derived fromiestruments for measuring student-behavior, learning-

activity, teacher-behavior, and teacher-role variables presumed to be related

to differences in achievement. He concluded that using these instruments to

determine the ways teachers resemble and differ in behavior, function, role,

and teaching process promises further breakthroughs in studying teacher influence

and effectiveness and in developing a theory of instruction.

MacDonald and Zaret (1968) focused on the interactive verbal behavior

teachers and learners in a specific instructional context (a social studies

discussion or planning session) in order to ascertain whether the proposed

process continuums stretching from open to defensive and compensatory behaviors

could be reliably identified, categorized, _ d analyzed. The goal of their

work WAS to use the tested framework to generate hypotheses for future broad

and intensive studies on ways to increase effectiveness in teaching. MacDonald

and Zaret enntenA that Fho ^,no4f4^ tion sy tem of the process continuum

(opening-closing) is a promising tool for interaction research in classrooms.

Pierce (1967) vecorded 96 teachers of culturally divergent dhildren

vidicon (90-min. segment) and classified the reinforcement behaviors useu

the following categories: (a) Positive Verbal, (b) Negative Verbal (C) Positive

Physical, (d) Negative Physical, (e) Positive Covert, (f) Negative Covert,

(g) Supplemental Enrichment. Negative types'of reinforcement turned out to

be more easily identified than positive types.

Gallaway 1968) set u); seven categories for observing a teacher's nonverbal

communication with pupils in inst uctional settings. The purpose was to enable

observers to make inferences about the nonverbal behavior of a teacher. When a

coiunicatIve act pertinent to the category system occurred, observers recorded

a number standing for the category. Three of the categories enthusiastic

support, helping, receptivity) were considered as encouraging communication,

three as inhibiting it (inattentiveness, unresponsiveness, disapproval). The

neutral category, ro forma, was considered as neither encouraging nor inhibiting.
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Of particular interest is the contention that nonverbal messages may be as

significant to pupils as are direct teacher verbalizations--particularly when

pupils attempt to ascertain the teacher's true feelings and attitudes toward

them. The notion is all the more relevant in the case of linguistically dis-

advantaged youngsters, who get lost in the verbal avalanches of teacher talk

in classroom settings and have no other recourse than to rely upon the nonverbal

messages of teacher behavior. The research conducted by Bernstein (1961) has

shown that youngsters from'the lower classes depend upon nonverbal cues for the

detection of meaning in school situations.

A summary of the literature of systems for analyzing classroom behavior

has shown that a variety of systems has been developed. Somesystems focus

on the teacher while others focus on both the teacher and the pupils. Most

of the systems analyze verbal behavior in the classroom as the prime means of

communication, considering it to be a representative sample of the total

classroom behavior. Others include or focus on the nonverbal behavior, con-

sidering it too significant to zmit in spite of the many limitations inherent

in dealing with Lt.

In the area of special education Che Gallagher-Aschner Classi-:_cation

System has been used with gifted and mentally retarded high schotil pupils,

d EMR elementary students. Flanders' interaction Analysis has been used

with both TMR and EMR groups; and Bellack's system has been used with the

homebound. No research on nonverbal communication within special education

programs has been located.

The previous sections of this review have implied the need for in: rmation
\ _

feedback to teachers in training. The final section of this review summarizes

the work reported on the role of feedback variables in teacher education.

C. Feedback Variables In Teacher Education

The use of some type of feedback to teachers in training is not new, at

least in theory--the traditional role of the supervisor has been to provide

meaningful feedback in training programs (Anderson & Junka, 1963)

It is clear from the above review of analytical systems that efforts have

been made to standardize the recording of student-teacher behavior for use as

feedback to the teacher. There have also been several recent attempts to

alter the nature and time of that feedback.
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DeViney (1963) used a closed circuit television link for observation of

elementary teacher trainees. The effectiveness of TV monitoring was assessed

primarily by attitude questionnaires given to the students. No significant

findings were reported--the researcher suggested-that the dependent measure

used was inappropriate.

Oliver (1965) used video recordings fo- observat on. Self analysis of

the tapes turned out not to be so effective as help in analysis from a super-

visor. More change occurred in student-teacher behavior when visual rather

than just verbal feedback was available; and mOre change oecurred when feed-

back came from an analysis of the video tape by the supervisor rather than

from the impressions of an on-the-spot supervisor.

Meir (1967) used ,:vstematic visual feedback to teachers from the students,

.who indicated their reactions by holding up cards at various intervals. This

type of feedback influenced teacher behavior and resulted in more appropriate

decisions to reteach material. The students in the class did better on post-
r

test performance than did a control group.

Allen and Ryan (1965) described micro-teaching as a new method cif super-

Vision. They introduced video-tape recording and short segments of teaching

'Oolicro-teachin as tools and teChniques for change. Teaching skills were

-isolated and described. A novice teacher was shown an example and asked

try himself; his attempt was taped, critiqued, and could be taped and 'critiqued

again. Allen does not claim to have an eXhaustive list of teaching techniques

but says that his method points the way toward a more objective exadination

of skills.

Meier (1968) reports the use ol m12ro-teaching as a training technique f

teachers of dinadvantaged preschool and kindergarten youngsters. Borg (1568)

described a similar technique for inservice training of teachers. However, his

classification system provided for no other type of student verbal behaavior

than responding.

Minnis (1968) examined video-taping sequences in terms of Flande v- Inter-
,

action analyses and in th'e context of a comprehensive training program. Student

teachers spent the first phase of their teacher-training career learning inter-!:

action analysis. They then dbserved demonstration teachers. Several teaching

patterns were isolated for learning and a technique such as Allen's was used in

conjunction with interaction Analysis during the critique period. Knnis views

this type of training program as a powerful tool for continuing self-education

after the teacher leaves the training situation.
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The use of tape recordings as a substitute for the initial observation

per od of most teacher-training programs was explored by Mijer 1964). Analysis

and discussion of edited tapes effectively replaced lectures.

In an attempt to teach methods of observation and classroom analysis to

secondary education trainees, Springran (1966) presented audio-video tapes of

classroom situations and asked both student-teachers and experienced teachers

to rate them on,Narious observational criteria. Novice and experienced teachers

differed in ratfng inner-city as opposed to suburban classrooms. The student-

teachers trained in rating with the help Jf tape came to resemble the experienced

teachers in their judgments more rapidly than did a control group.

Time-lapse photography was introduced by McGraw (1966) as a feedback device

and a method for observingstudent teachers. He was primarily interested in

non-verbal behaviors which he labeled "attending behavior." Various cues were

isolated and their recognition taught to the a.tudent teachers through examina-

tion of the filmed record of their classes, all this in an effort to sensitize

the teacher rapidly to the cues. According to McGraw the attending behaviors

of individual students correlated well with their class achievement.

Johnson (1967), using video-tape programning to train student teachers to

assess classrobm behavior, found that trained observers did well on subsequent

analysis of their own recorded classrooms but that untrained observers did not.

The Computer as a Feedback Source

As yet the computer has been only minimally employed as a feedback device

for teachers. Systens Development CorporationHhas constructed an automated

classroom called CLASS which allOws students to interact with an individual

course of programmed instruction and also privately with the teacher. In this

system the teacher is the "trouble-shooter and intervenes when the programming

proves to be inadequate for the student.

Baker (1963) assigns the computer several roles in educational research

(a) simulation in such areas as learning and problem solving, behavior in

social groups, personality, and administration, (b) pattern recognition of

data, (c) automated classrooms like CLASS, (d) information storage and retrieval,

and (e) theory development.

For Taylor (1967), several aspects of human interaction with the computer

constitute problems for research: (a) the internal representation of a problem

within the machine, (b) the nature of the surface.structure by -yhich man and
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computer interact, and (c) the use of this interaction to solve problems. He

finds that little work has been done on the third area.

T1-1 computer has been used for data analysis aad computer simulation of

cognitive processes (Feldman, 1962), business simulation (Sprowls, 19

simulation of international relations and diplomacy (Benson, 1962) organ4

tion theory (Rome & Rome, 1962) and nerve-net simulation (Culbertson, 1962).

Mayzne- Tressalt and Helfer (1967) suggested lines of research on the

optimal characteristics of visual display for man-machine interaction: (a) types

of display, (b) the order, (c) the rate of presenting information, (d) the size

of the display and its inputs to the observer, (e) the intensity of illumination,

(f) the spacing, (g) number, and (0 content of inputs.

In some studies computers appear as experimenters. The machine selects

the stimuli presents them to the subjects, and records and analyzes the

responses. Cooperband (1966) described such an experiment in perception and

discussed the advantages and disadvantages of his computerized system. Videback

and Bates (1966) studied verbal conditioning in this way, with the computer

programming reinforcement of correct responses.

McCandless and Best (1964) conducted an experIment in age different ation

in respcc-se to auditory stimuli. The computer provided immedia e_output de-

scribing response patterns of various age groups when the stimuli were varied

4round four parameters. Johnson (1967) used the computer as the experimenter

Inproblem-solving experiments.

Education has begun to expand the use of computer-assis ed instruction

(CAI). A review and discussion of this area is presented by Hansen (1966).

The classroom computer has been most popular in mathematics and business

education areas that are primarily concerned with the computational aspects

of the computer (Riedesel & Suydam, 1967)

The use of the computer for test administration and for bookkeeping tasks

such as recording attendance land grades and scheduling classes seems to lbe the

first time-saving contribution that educators have investigated. CAI systems

in many subject areas for different educational levels are currently receiving

attention# Though a program to simulate small-group behavior is available,

the computer has not, to the reviewers' knowledge, been used to enhance training.

That such a use of the computer is feasible is suggested by the program describei

by Bellman Friend, and Kurland (1966), who attempted to train students to conduct

in tial psychiatric interviews. The capabilities of computers for-rapid analysis
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and summarization of data imply their possible usefulness as feedback devices

Zor teacher behaviors. Such utilization has promise for supplying teachers in

training with instantaneous feedback of relevant variables while eliminating

the tedium of coding, analyzing, and summarizing data .collected through exist-

ing analytical systems.

D. Conclusions
This preliminary review of the literature has revealed relatively few

attempts at systematically improving teacher education programs in special

education. The reviewers were unable to discover accounts of special educa-

tion training programs with clearly defined objectives and methods designed

to modify teacher behavior. Although many systeMs of classroom analysis have

been developed.by general educators, their use in teacher education is currently

limited by a characteristic delay of feedback to the trainee and 17,-/ the tedium

of:coding, summarizing, and analyzing the data collected. No system among

those reviewed drew upon an analysis of special educational techniques so as

to incorporate the specific dharacteristics of the pupils into the system.

Computers are begirming to be used more frequently in education and'training

but we have found no reports of the use of computers in,a cybernetic system

for the analysis anil feedback of teacher-pupil behaviors in the classroom.

The present revie suggests the need for the development of a Computer Assisted

Teacher-Training System (CATTS). It is toward this objective that the senior

reviewer and his associates at the .Center for Research on Language and Language

Behavior University of Michigan, are currently working.
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Chapter VII

CONNOTATIVE MEANING OF DISABILITY LABELS UNDER

STANDARD AND AMBIGUOUS TEST CONDITIONS

Melvyn I. emmel

Center for Research on Language and Language Behavior

The University of Michigan

50 graduate students were administered a scale designed to test
the connotative teanin& of different disability labels along a comfort-
discomfort continuum. Following standard administration, Ss were asked
to repeat their responses without the original scale items (ambiguous
conditim). The effect on scores arising from individual differences in
interpreting scale anchors was estimated and part!_alled out. Corrected
scores were found to be relatively stable when the results of the first
and second test conditions were compared. The data were interpreted as
offering no support for the claim that ambiguous test conditions (as
defined in this study) tend to increase socially acceptable response sets.

Results under standard conditions were analyzed to determine the
validity of the hypothesis that connotative reactions to disability labels
produce an invariant rank ordering of labels along a comfort-discomfor,
continuum. Data from previous research were partially confirmed under
both the ambiguous and standard testing conditions used in this study.
The cultural uniformity hypothesis gains additional support from the
results of this investigation.

Semmel.and Dickson (1966) attempted to develop a method for.determinlng

connotative reactions to different disability labels and one racial label (Negro)

in described situations that varied in the degree of imp/ied personal involve-

ment. The scale developed yielded responses to each label along a comfort-

discomfort continuum for each situation, and a total scale score for all dis-

ability labels across items. Significant differences between labels were

reported. The authors postulated that the results reflected a culturally deter-

mined hierarchy in the connotative meaning of disability labels.

Several writers have expressed concern for the effect of response biases

and sets on t.Le validity of measures (Cronbach, 1946; 1950). It is the general

consensus that response biases are most operative under relatively unstructured

or ambiguous testing conditions.

the present study was designed to explore the connotative meaning of dis-

ability labels under standard and ambiguous testing conditions. The ambiguous

4ondition was defined by the absence of test items in the presence of labels.

Ss were asked to recall their responses to all items for each label completed
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under the previously administered st ndard test conditions. It was predicted

that the ambiguous condition would produce response sets reflected in an incre-

ment in mean total label score when compared to total label scores obtained from

the standard est condition--but the rank order bf individual label scores was

not expected to di,Jer.

A feature of the present study was the eliminatIon of response sets

associated with differential interpretations of scale anchors. It was felt

that responses to disability labels are made by Ss using a "normal frame of

reference. By obtaining responses to a "Normal" (N) label, it was possible

to appraise directly the meanings attributed to anchors by Ss and thus_to correct

all responses to disability labels by centering them around the N label score.

This technique had the effect of partialling out the individual difference

effects of semantic response.. sets to scale anchors for all test items.

Finally, the investigation vas designed to obtain additional data on the

relative position of disability labels along a comfort-discomfort continuum..

It was hypothesized that the results obtained in earlier research (Semmel &

Dickson, 1966) would be reproduced under both standard and ambiguous test

conditions. Specifically, it was expected that the rank order of disability

labels along the comfort-discomfort continuum would remain invariant under

both conditions when compared to earlier findings.

Method

Sub_ects_. Ss were 50 graduate students enrolled in the Departments of

Special Education and Psychology at George Peabody College for Teachers. All

.Ss were candidates for advanced graduate degrees. The departments conduct

considerable scholarly and research activity on topics related to handicapped

children. All Ss took the Miller Analogies Test and the Graduate Record Exam-

ination upon entering graduate school. Since their admission in the school was

contingent uPon relatively high ptrcentile ranks on these examinations, it was

assumed that the group was relatively homogeneous and superior in general

intelligence.

Ins_trument.: A-revision of the SAQ scale developed by Semmel and Dickson

(1966) was used to collect the data for this study. The revised scale consists

of 20 items of implied social-psychological situations demanding various degrees

of interaction with persons identified by disability labels, Items ranged from:
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"How would you feel about talking in public with each -f the persons listed?" to

"How would you feel about marrying each of the persons listed?" Ss responded to

each item 12 consecutive times with reference to 12 labels before passing on

to the next item. The labels used were Epileptic (E), Mentally Retarded _MR

Blind (B), Cerebral Palsied (CP. ), Gifted (G), Negro (NE), Crippled (C),

Emotionally Disturbed (ED), Deaf (P), Amputee (A), Normal (N), and Stutterer (S).

The revised SAQ scale differed from the original instrument in three ways:

(a) the key was expanded from 3 to 5 scale anchors; (b) the number of items was

increased from 10 pairs of parallel items to 20 unparaliel items; (c) the number

of labels was increased to 12 from t - original 8 by the addition of labels G,

C, ED, and A. The expanded number of items and scaling points was expected to

improve sub-scale and total scale reliabilities. The increase in the sample of

items further strengthens the rational argument for the content validity of the

revised instrument.

The revised scale p oduce 12 sub-scale scores (SS ) for respective labels

and a total scale score (TS). SS scores were obtained by summing across items

for each label. Responses to all items were made along a 5-point continuum

(Very Comfortable-VC, Comfortable-C, Indifferent--I, Uncomfortable-U, and Very

Uncomfortable-VU). Weights were assigned to each scale anchor such that VU=10

U=20 I3, C=4, VC=5. To partial out the effect of semantic response sets in

interpreting scale anchors, raw scores were corrected according to the follow-

ing formula:

(1) CSS 10) X.-1
EX
n

where CSS is the Corrected Sub-Scale score for any label, EXi is the sum of

weighted raw scale points across items for the ith label, and EX
n
is the sum

of weighted raw scale points across items for the N label.

The total scale scores. (CTS) were obtained by summing across CSS scores and

subtracting the CSS score for the N label. Formula (1) assumes that all Ss

utilize the normal frame of reference in making judgments about disability

labels. Thus, anchors used for N sub-scale were used to estimate S's

response set in interpreting scale anchors.

TWQ label sub-scales were included in the CTS scores although they are
. I

not usually considered disability labels: Gifted (G) and Negro (NE). The

C label scores were included as a referent in interpreting CSS results. The

G CSS scores were assumed to produce levels equal to or greater than the _N

CSS scores. A further. assumption was that the variance contributed to CTS by

G would be minimal; the inclusion of the G sub-scale would add a constant to the
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total scores without changing their re ative values. The NE scores were in-

eluded as a test of the prevalent hypothesis that reactions to disability

groups are similar to those toward religious:and racial minority groups in our

society (Wright, 1960). It was assumed that the NE label sub-scale would

contribute significant variance to the total scores:. Therefore, the CTS scores

were interpreted with the understanding that the NE label functions as a

disability label.

Procedure. Ss were each given a copy of the revised SAQ and a special

answer sheet. E read the directions, which were also ptinted on the front page

of the questionnaire.

We are interested in different people's feelings about doing things
with other people. We would appreciate your candid responses to the
accompanying questionnaire, Your responses will remain anonymous.
Please do not write your name pr any identifying marks on your answer
sheet. There are 20 questions in this questionnaire. You are asked
to respond to each question separately by indicating a response for
each of 12 types of people listed on your answer sheet. In making
your responses, please follow,these directions carefully.

10 Read the first question carefully.
2. Read the 12 words or phrases listed on your answer sheet.
3. Respond to the column provided for the question. Use the

following key in making responses: (The response key was
then read orally while Ss read it silently at their seats).
Follow the above procedure for all remaining questions.

50 Remember: respond to each listingjor a question before
moving on to the next question.

6. Work as rapidly as possible always working down the
column (E illustrated with answer sheet) designated
farthe question on your answer sheet.
We are interested in your first response to each'item.
Therefore, please do not erase any responses.

Ss were asked if they had any questions but they had none. E then asked

a to place a number in the upper right hand corner of the answer sheet that

only they would be-able to identify. E then said,

Please turn the page and begin with question #1. You may work
at your own rate of speed--but try to move along:as rapidly as
you can. When you finish put your answer sheet under your seat
and wait for the others to finish. (Ss appeared to have no difficulty
in understanding the instructions.)

ILmoved about the room to make certain that all Ss were completing the task

correctly. All Sp completed the task within 20 minutes. A second blank

answer sheet was then distributed to :Ss. E said, "Please put the number you

used on the first answer sheet on this second ans-er sheet."

-128-
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We are now interested in how well you can remember the responses
you used on the fir t sheet. You will remember that on the first
sheet you worked down the page (demonstrating), now try to remember
what you put in each of the boxes but instead of working down the
sheet, work across the sheet. For example, the first word on your
sheet is Epileptic. Try to remember the 20 responses you gave
across the sheet. Then go on to the next word and do the same.
Continue until you have a response for each box on your sheet,
We do not expect you to remember all of the responses, but make
certain you put a response in each box anyway. Are there any
questions?

Several Ss complained that the task was too difficult. They indicated

their displeasure by their expression and by their murmuring. E responded

to complaints with, "Do the best you can." After approximately I minute,

E said, "You may take as much time as you wish on this second part--but

please try to work as rapidly as is comfortable for you You may begin."

Ss began to work with no .apparent difficulties; inter-subject communication

immediately ceased and test conditions comparable to those durin3 the standard

administration phase were quickly established. Ss took approximately 20

minutes to complete this second part of the task.

Res ults

A matched-pairs t test was computed to determine the sign'ficance o

dif-erence between CTS scores obtained from the standard conditions (SC) and

the ambiguous condition (AC). A mean difference of .32 yielded a t = .31,

which was insufficient to reject the null hypothesis (p > .05). It was

concluded that CTS score differences between tests were not significantly

different from chance expectancy. The SC yielded a mean CTS = 90.80,

_SD = 11 50, The AC resulted in a mean CTS = 90.92, SD = 13 99. The c rela-

tion between SC and AC CTS scores was rr= .58 (p < .05).

A Sub ects x Treatments analysis of variance design was used to deter-

mine the difference between mean CSS scores under SC. Hartley's F max test

was used to test the assumption of homogeneity of variance for the ten sub-

scale distributions used in this analysis. The Normal and Cifteci label

CSS scores were omitted from the analysis of variance'. The Cerebral Palsied

CSS score distribution yielded a maximum Variance = 3.64, while the Stut

CSS distribution yielded a minimum Variance = .97. The resulting variance

ratio produced F max = 3.75. This value representS a small but significant

departure from the homogeniety of variance assumption (Min. Var. = 95,
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k 10, F max = 3 29). Following Lindquist (1953, p.86 higher "apparent" level

of significance was adopted. All tests of significance were tested at the .01

level and are reported here at the .05 level. Table 1 summarizes the results

of the variance analysis. It will be noted that significance between labels

and between S variance ratios was obtained. A critical difference (d) was

computed to determine which mean CSS scores differed significantly. Table 2

summarizes respective d values.

=1r

Insert Tables 1 and 2 About Eere
Em.mm=som=mgm,=,..ammmmessm

The last line in Table 2 shows the mean CSS scores for all label sub-

scales. For comparative purposes, the mean CSS scores for the Normal and

Gifted labels are included. Ranking the mean scores resulted in the following

order, from high to low along the comfort-discomfort continumm: G, No 8, D,

A, B, NEo E, MR, ED, CF. It can be noted further from Table 2 that there is no

significant difference between the mean scores of the first two ranks (G and N);

between ranks 3 through 7 (S, D q, A_ B )- between ranks 8 through 10 (NE: E0

NR ), and no difference between ranks 11 and 12 (ED, CP).

Seven label CSS score means were extracted from ihe data collected in the

Present study 'and separately ranked for the purpose of comparing results with

those previously reported by Semmel and Dickson (1966). Table 3 shows the

ranked labels obtained from four sub-populations and the data from the present

study.

Insert Table 3 About Here

Discussion

The ambiguous testing conditions (viz. , the absence of items) following

standard test conditions resulted in little change in the central ;tendency or

variance of total connotative reactions to disability labels (CTS). There

appears to be a moderately high correlation between performance under the two

test conditions. These results do not support the contention that ambiguous

test conditions, as defjnedi, produce greater socially .acceptable Tesponse
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sets Memory alone cannot account for these results: the number o_ items a d

anchors used in the standard condition renders such an explanation h ghly

improbable, It will be recalled that Ss were not informed that they would be

asked to duplicate their initial responses un il they had completed the first

phase of the task and had placed their answer sheet out of sight. Subjective

comments from Ss also indicated that they did not remember the -cific items

of the scale.

The results suggest that Ss responded to the items under the standard

condition in accordance with true respohse tendencies to stimulus cues (labels).

Thus, summing across items and partialling out the effects of differential

semantic sets in interpreting scale anchors resulted in obtaining a relatively

accurate estimate of Ss' commonality vis-a-vis the tidit under investigation

(connotative meaning of disability labels). When faced with the ambiguous

condition which demanded the reproduction of responses without specific samples

(items) from the universe of possible items subsumed by tii e trait, Ss probably

projected their generalized reaction to the respective labels. These reactions

represent the commonality estimate which was sought in;applying an additivity

model to the CSS scores obtained under the standard condition. In reacting to

the labels under both conditions, Ss probably utilized the entire array of

-labels in such a way that their responses would fall into a subjectively logical

rank ordering. The relative invariance of the hierarchy of labels found

between the tw- conditions in the present study and in comparison with previously

reported data supports this interpretation. The results therefore confirm the

position postulated by the author (Semmel & Dickson, 1966)--that there exists an

invariant hierarchy of connotative meaning assigned to disability labels by

non-disabled groups vithin our society.

To be sure, the aMbiguous condition did not perfectly reproduce the rank

order obtairied in the standard condition, but the differences are more likely

the result of a measurement error than of a defect in the cultural uniformity

hypothesis. Differences in rank order occurred only with a few labels which

fell relatively close together and toward the center of the 7lomfort-discomfort

continuum. The scales used were probably not sensitive enough to differenti-

ate such small differences under the to conditions.

The results showing relative scale position of the pegro label offer

further support for the contention that racial and religious minority labels

evoke affective responses similar to those associated with disability labels.
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Semmel and Dickson (1966 ) reported a low b-t significant correlation between

Fr scale scores of the MMPI and SAQ disability-label responses of college under-

graduates. Further research should verify this finding by indicating significant

covariation between specific disability-label ractions and generalized attitudes

toward racial and religious minorities.

The cross validation of the hierarchy hypothesis poin.s the way to further

research into the connotative meaning conveyed by different disability labels.

The results of this and previous investigations suggest the utility of searching

for factors associated with the overlapping clusters of labels identified. A

factor analysis of connotative responses of a large heterogeneous population

to a wide variety of labels denoting disability is a logical next step toward

fuller understanding of the signification of such labels through the study of

their connotative meanings.
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Table 1

Analysis of Sub-Scale Scores Under the Standard Test Condition

Source d' Mean uares F

Between labels 9 23.352 69.916*

subjects 49 19.771 59.194*

Labels x Subjects 441 334

Total 499

*Significant at < .01 level.

Table 2

ary of Critical Differences Between Mean

Sub-Scale Distribution Scores

Ranks

Labels G N

1.50

1.47

.44

.05

1.69

1.66

.63

.24

.19

.18

NE

1.80

1.77

.74

35

.30

:29

.11

E

2.07

2.04

1.01

.62

.57

.56

.38

.27

R ED CP

NE

M:R

.03 1.06

1.03

1.45

1.42

.39

1.51

1.48

.45

.06

.01

2.76

2.46

1.43

1.04

.99

.98

.80

.69

.42

2.98

2.95

1.92

1.53

1.48

1.47

1.29

1.18

.91

.49

3.10

3.07

2.04

1.65

1.60

1.59

1.41

1.30

1.03

.61

Ileans

SD

10.03

.57

10.00

.00

8.97

.99

8.58

1.08

8.53

1.42

8.52

1.10

8.34

1.32

8.23

1.54

7.96

1.82

7.54

1.53

7.05

1.80

6.93

1.91

Note: Any d .67 is signi

Abbreviations key:

cant at .05 level.

G-Gifted D-Deaf B-Blind MR-Mentally Retarded

N- Normal C-Crippled NE-Negro ED-Emotionally Disturbed

S- Stutterer A-Amputee E-Epileptic CP-Cerebral Palsied
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Table

Comparison of Ranked Means for Seven Label SubScales with Previously Reported

Data Collected from Special Education and Elementary Education Undergraduate

Students in a Northern City (Semwel & Dickson, 1966)

Rank

Present Study Conditions Semmel -d Dickson 1967) Data

Standard ($C) Ambiguous (AC) p. Ed. Undeared, El Ed Undergrad_._
_

2

3

4 NE NE NE NE

5

6 MR MR MR MR

7 CP CP CP CP

Note: Rank order from positive to negative connotative meaning

evoked most negative connotations).

140
-134-



Chapter VIII

THE IN aENCE OF DISABILITY LAB ELS AND DIALECT DIFFERENCE&

ON THE SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL RESPONSES OF COLLEGE STUDENTS

Melvyn I. Semmel

Center for Research on Language and Language Behavior

The University of Michigan

Semantic differential (SD) responses of 100 college juniors
following 2 structured interviews with children were assessed.
The children's verbal responses were characterized by standard
or non-standard (Negro) dialect. Different disabiaty labels
were assigned to each child. SD responses were made relative
to children's perspnality,_social behavior- academic and intel-
lectual ability,,,and tome:background,

Results indicated significant differences between SD
responses as a function of dialect and characteristics measured.
The main effects were, however, qualified by a significant inter-
action between these variables. Differences between disability
labels were not significant.

In a subsequent study typescripts of the two interviews
were distributed to 128 college juniors. Ss were asked to
identify the "Negro" and "White" children from reading the
typescripts, but were unable to do so. Xt. was inferred that
the results from the first investigation were probably produced
by reactions to dialect rather than to other differences in
the content of the interviews (i.e., sentence length).

While there appears to be a hierarchy of connotative reactions

to verbal labels denoting disability (Semmel & Dickson, 1966) the

relative effects of such labeling on evaluative behavior in the presence

of minimal cues provided by the labeled subject have not been extensively

investigated. Lateled children prOvide linguistic cues through their

utterances, which may or may not confirm'the validity of'the label. The

dialect of a labeled speaker may offer cues which interact with the label

to mediate the listener's evaluative inferences about the home background,

personality- and academic ability of the speaker. Asch (1946), Kelley (1950)

and others have demonstrated the effect of minimal cues on judgmental

behavior toward others. The work reported by Lambert (1967) and Guskin (1968)

exemplifies how perception of minimal linguistic cues affects judgments of

personality.
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The present study was designed to inves igate the interactive effects

of disability labels and of the dialectical features of labeled children's

utterances on the evaluative inferences drawn by teachers in training about

the personality, social behavior, academic intellectual ability, and home

background of labeled speakers. Labels were assigned to each of two children

by means of task directions read by Ss before they started listening to two

tape recordings of the Children engaged in a structured interview. The oral

stimuli were characterized in the one case by a standard mid-western American

dialect, and in the other, by a non-standard 'Negro dialect." It was

hypothesized that disability labels interact with the phonological features

of Negro dialect to produce relatively less positive evaluative semantic

differential responses tp the labeled Negro than to the labeled Caucasian

chilcL The phonological features of dialect are viewed as powerful cues

asSociated with intellectual, behavioral and social characteristics of a

.speaker. Hence, when a speaker is assigned a disability label denoting

intellectual, social or emotional deviance, his dialect serves as an

external source of verification either to strengthen or weaken the affec-

tive meaning of the label--which subsequently mediates evaluative inferences

about the speaker.

method
Sub ects

One hundred college juniors enrolled in introductory courses in educational

psychology at the University of Michigan served as Ss for the study.

Construction of Ta ed intervie s

Two fifth-grade boys from the same public school class were matched as

closely as possible on IQ, academic ability, personality characteristics

and social class background. No formal matching,criteria were established

other than subjective opinions of the B and of the teacher of the boys.

Both children were in the fifth grade and had no history of school difficulty.'

John G. (Caucasian ) was judged to have "normal" speech with a characteristic

-mid-western American accent. Monty P. (Negro) was judged to have "normal"

speech with a non-standard "Southern Negro" accent.

A tape recording was made.of a short structured interview (15. min.)

conducted with the boys by a femalegraduate student using a standardi-ed
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set of questions. Table 1 presents the 16 questions asked in serial order

by the same interviewer to each of the two boys in separate sessions.

Insert Table 1 About Here

Analysis of the taped interviews revealed no difference in the type-

token rations (TTR) of the two children's responses. The Negro boy produced

a TTR = .49, the Caucasian boy a TTR = .47. The mean sentence length of the

Negro boy was 6.81 (SD = 6.96), that of the Caucasian boy was 11.62 words

(SD.. 8.81); the difference between the means was significant (p < .05).

Semantic Differential

A semantic differential scale was constructed for each of four pupil-

ch racteristics concepts: (a ) Personality (14 polar items), (b) Social

Behavior (7 polar items), (c) Academic and Intellectual Ability (14 polar

items), and (d) Home background (7 polar items).

The five verbal labels chosen for the investigation were (a) Or9..Eq.

Handicapped; (b) Mentally_EtLALId; (c) Emotionall Disturbed; (d) Culturally

De ived; (e) Normal, Five sets of instructions for Ss were construcLed--

eaci set being identical except for using one of the fIve labels to refer

to the child heard on the tapes.

Procedure

$s were randomly assigned one of the five sets of instructions (labels)

prior to hearing the taped interviews. There were 20 $s in each subgroup.

The experiment was conducted in a large university classroom in two successive

experimental sessions (50 Ss, 10 Ss

to one of the two sessions).

$s were assembled and given the following instructions:

You are about to hear two short tapes of interviews with
children. Read the direcAon sheet carefully. It tells
you how to proceed.

Each S read the following directions at his seat:

You are about to hear a taped interview between a (label)
boy and a student teache. Please complete: the following
questionnaire as the type is played. At the end of the'
tape you will be given sufficient time to complete your
questionnaire -- but tr to,go through it as rapidly as
possible.

All Ss read the standard directions for completing the semantIc differential.

from each subgroup being randomly assigned
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Five subgroups of 10 Ss each were present in each session, each unaware

that they were receiving different information about the child to be

interviewed.

Session I presen ed the in e view with the Negro child first. Ss were

permitted ten minutes to complete the semantic differential scale following

the end of the first taped interview.

After the completed scales had been collected, Ss were given another

set of identical instructions containing the same reference label as the

previous set. E said, "Now we want you to read the directions again on the

new set of papers. You will notice that the directions are exactly the

same as for the set you just completed. Now listen to the second interview

and make your ratings." The same procedure used for the first tape was

followed for the second tape.

The second session was conducted in exactly the same manner as the first

exce7-t that the order of tape presentations was counterbalanced.

Results and Discussion

Table 2 summarizes the results of the'analysis of variance used to

assess the effects of (a) Label (b) Dialect and (c) Pupil Characteristics.

The effects of Dialect significantly interacted with the Pupil Character-

istics rated by the Es. This interaction is represented in Figure 1

Post hoc analysis of simplr- effect revealed no significant differences

between mean semantic differential ratings on the Personality scale for

the two interviews. The Negro child received significantly lower mean

scale scores on the Social Behavior (p < .05), Academic Intellectual

Ability (p < .01) and Home Background (p < .01) scales.

insert Table 2 About Here

Insert FigUre 1 About Here

Compari ons between characteristic scalemeans based on the Negro

child's tape revealed that the Personality Scale mean was significantly

hi her than the other three scale means (p < .05). The latter three means
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d not significantly differ from one other. There were no significant

differences between mean scale scores based on the Caucasian child's tape

for the four characteristics.

Figure 2 presents the mean scale scores received by the Negro and

Caucasian child respectively, for each item on the semantic differential

scales. For purposes of pres ntation, pairs have been arranged so that

traits assumed to be positive appear on the extreme right while presumably

negative traits are all arranged at the extreme left of the scale. As

indicated in Table 2, the mean score for the Negro dialect tape was

significantly lower than the mean f-- the standard dialect tape. Labels

assigned to the interviewees had no significant effect upon semantic

differential scores (see Table 2.)

It was noted earlier that the mean sentence length in the responses

of the two interviewees differed. The Negro child made significantly

shorter replies than the Caucasian child did to the same questions. A

subsequent study was undertaken to determine the possible influence of this

difference on the preceding results.

Typed transcripts of the twointerviewS described earlier were

presented to 128 college juniors who were enrolled in Education School

courses but had not participated in the previous experiment. Ss were

asked to read the two transcripts care ully and based upon what was

read, decide which was transcribed from an interview w th a Negro

.child and which from an interview with a White child." Once they had

decided on the race of the respondent, Ss were asked to indicate briefly

what characteristics transcripts had determined their decisions.

A total of 66 Ss assigned the tran cripts correctly, while 62 Ss

did not. The differences between the frequencies was pot,significantly

different from chance expectancy (p > .05). There was no indication of

difference in the cues used by Ss in deciding the race of the interviewees

from the transcripts. Of the 66 _Ss who were correct in their decision, only

nine mentioned using linguistic cues like syntax and sentence length. Of

the 62 _Ss who incorrectly assigned the transcripts, six made reference to

linguistic cues. Hence, there appeared to be little evidence of an ability

to identify the race of a pupil from a transcript of the pupil's verbal

.behavior during an interview--and no evidence that correct identifications

were related to specific linguistic cues in the transcripts. It is plau-ib e
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to suggest that the negative inferences made about the Negro child were most

probably cued by the dialect features of the child's verbal behavior, rather

than by the average length of sentence utterances. The results suggest that

non-standard 'Negro dialect is associated with a complex of relatively less

positive riferences about the characteristics of a speaker than is the stan-

dard English dialect.

Interestingly enough,'the.disability labels had no differential effects

on evaluative inferences. Since Semmel and Dickson (1966) and others have

previously demonstrated the differential effects of labeling, it may be that

the linguistic cues provided by dialect are so powerful that they minimize

the effects of labeling.
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Tabl-

Sequential Order of Questions Asked During Structured Interview

SCHOOL

What grade are you in school?
What kind of teacher do you have?
How does she help the children in your class?'
What are your favorite subjects and why would you choose them?
1i you were having quiet time in school, what sorts of things

would you do with the other children in your class?
What do you think a teacher should do if she catches a child

cheating on an arithmetic test?
If you saw the child cheating, what would you do?
What would you do if you had an arithmetic problem and you were

having difficulty doing it?
If'your class was having an election for class president_and your

name was suggested , what sorts of thing/would you tell the
class you could do for them?

HO

SELF

Tell me about your family
If you were pouring yourself a glass of milk after school and

the glass slipped and broke, what would your parents say or do?
What if your sister or brother did it?

Who is the boss in your family?
What jobs do you think children should do around the house? What

should the parents do with the children if the jobs aren't done?

What do you like best abOut yourself?
What do you like least about yourself?
If you could be anyone in the world you wanted to be, who would

you look and act like?
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Table 2

Summary of ANOVA

Variation

Between Ss

SS

247.7964

20.1623

227.6341

414.8437

d-

99

4

95

700

S

2.103
(Labelling grEIP) A.

Ss w/groups

[error (a) ]

Within Ss

5.0400

2.3960

(Dialect) B 80.8292 1 80.8292 65.027**
LB 3.2393 4 .8090 .650
B x Ss /g ps. 1 8.0996 95 1.2430

[error (b) ]

Characteristics) C 26.7243 3 8.908 30.506**
AC 6.7928 12 .566 1.938

C x Ss w/grps. 83.4286 285 .292

[error (c ) ]

BC 35.8284 3 11.943 60.318**
ABC 3.3624 12 .280 1.414

BC x s rps. 56.5391 285 .198
[e or (bc

** Sig. at .01 level
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Mean semantic differential scores by characteristics for

standard and non-standard dialects.

Fig. 2. Sematv 'c differential ratings of standard and non-standard

d alect groups on four variables.

149
-143-



Standard Dialect

Negro Di lect

C3

CHARACTERISTICS
Ci Personality

C2 Social behavior

Figure 1
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C- = Academic, intellectual
abilIty & school adjustment

m Home background
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PERSONALITY
_

temper outbursts

Impatient

erratic

temperamental

reckless

undependabl

nolsy

rude

repellent

slovenly

unpleasa_t

tense

humorous

dirty

5:,OCIAL BEAVIOR

lonesome

follower

annoying

.unpopular

bystanding

furious

misfit

Figure 2

----wNoni-Standard (Negro ) Dialect

wStandard (Caucasian) Dialect

self-controlled

patient

stable

stolid

cautious

_ pendable

quiet

polite

attractive

neat

pleasant

relaxed

serious

clean

sociable

leader

undisturbing

popular

acceptable

restrained

belonging
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ACADEMIC AND INTELLECTUAL ABILITY

inexact

insufficient

changeable

careless

!ooperative

impulsive

slow thinker

-nncrete

simple

forgetful

distractible

erratic

unmotivated

indifferent

HOME BACKGROUND_
sad

unfair

inadequate

tense

feminine

violent

disadvantaged

..rmEs13..1.

4NAPi

IMI a

accurate

sufficient

stable

careful

cooperative

deliberate

.fast thinker

abstract

complex

--etentive

concentrating

stable

motivated

interested
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happy

fair

adequate

relaxed

masculine
.

gentle

advantaged


